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TRAIN MET A

LANDSLIDE
Damage Was Dono and
But Little Delay Was
Caused Thereby.

FOrrIO

RICO

S0L1E TIME IN EVENING

Secretary Root In Kansas City
Monday to Talk on Trade Relations With South America.
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Ths Evening Citizen, In Advance,
Dsllvtrad by CarrUrs, 60 csnts per month.

IN

OLD COBBLER JAILBIRD CAPTURES
INSURANCE
A GERMAN CITY ON HIS NERVE
HUSSION
HAS
STANDARD
GOOD
WES
KNEES
ITS

PRESIDENT'S

LEAVES

II
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Colon, (Nor. 17. Owlug to recent
boavv ralna a landslide occurrred be- tweea bore and Panama, compelling
the president' train to make aCrisbat it Is now approaching
tobal cm schedule time.
The landslide occurred at Paralso,
All
not far from the Culebra cut.
street traffic has been suspended here
since 10 o'clock this morning, and will
remain ao until 1 o'clock this afternoon, la view of President Roosevelt's
coming to inspect the town of Colon,
the American hospital and other
places.
After a reception at Cristobal, the
president will embark on the Ionlsl-an- a
and will leave for the north some
He expects to
time Ui evening.
arrive at Ponce, Porto Itico, Wednesday. After landing there he will
cross tho Island in an automobile and
will embark at San Juan 'inursday
for Hampton Roads.
r.

SECRETARY OF STATE AND
PARTY FOR KANSAS CITY.
Kansas City. Nov. 17. Ellhu Root,
secretary of state, who is to deliver
two addresses In this city next week,
when be will. It Is announced, make

his first official utterances on the
trade relations with South American
countries since bis return from the

south, is expected to arrive in Kaunas City on Monday morning
from
Washington, accompanied by a dis
tinguished party of diplomats. In the
party will be John Barrett, united
States minister to Colombia, and two
South American ministers,, till ' of
whom expect to make .Important
speeches on trade relations.
THE COMING BATTLESHIP
OF THE UNITED 8TATES.
f - Woshlngtcu,
l. C, Nov.. 17. It
would bo sale to say that the battleship attest to be built by the United
to
States sovernment, aa a stand-of- f
the BriUlsh monster Dreadnought,
will be of 20,000 tons displacement,
and will be capable of the carriage of
ten twelve inch guns. Prominent per
sons in the navy department favor a
vessel with sixteen five inch guns, If
they cow I d be so fitted so as to protect torpedo attack both astern and
ahead. It is stated that five designs
are being considered. A prominent
naval expert has stated: "We shall
build a good and strong vessel, one
that shall be tn honor and a source
of protection to our country, but uatil
the plaa is finally selected, it shall be
submitted to congress very little of
its design will be known to the outside world. Japan has commenced
the building of two vessels, which wia
undoubtedly be .qual if not superior
to the Dreadnought,
und we snail
have to see the raise of tho Japs and
set one or two better, or be left out la
the cold, as regarda naval preparedness." The construction price must
not exceed $6,000,000.
PRESERVE
OF 1,700,000 ACRES.
St. Johns. N. B., Nov. 17. One of
The largest game preserves which has
over existed is that which the New
Burns wick Pish and Game club proposed to form. It covers 1,700.000
acres. Considering the great attention which has lately leen directed
to Hudson bay territories, this hunting ground, when thrown open, will
1w euro to attract a largo number of
Kagllsh sportsmen. It is the property or the New Burnswlck Railway
oompaay, granted
to it thirty-liv- e
years ago, since when It has remained
untiUed and uniaxtd. The provincial
so vera men t is alarmed at the Idea
Of this Immense area being monopo- lised for uport, and everv effort will
Ix- - made to prevent
It.
A GAME

AT THE
ALL EUROPE LAUGHS
EXPLOIT OF VOIGHT, WHO, N
CAPTAIN'S OLD SUIT,
ARMY
BOLDLY TAKES COMMAND OF A,
SQUAD OF SOLDERS, ARRESTS
CITY OFFICIALS IN KAISER'?
AND
NAME
LOOTS
TOWN

OIL

out

TO

NOW

PUBLIC

Arrogance of Rogers and U!d
Ing of Rockefeller No
Longer Attempted.
PITEOUS PLEA MADE TO
THEIR STOCK HOLDERS

BING BANK

Recommendations For Laws So Did Bandits In Little Town
of Walker, Missouri,
to Be Passed By All
This Morning.- States of Union.
LEADER

UNIFORM LAWS WILL STOP

OF BOER RAID

CAPTURED WITH

FORMER INSURANCE GRAFT

BAND

Sixteen Proposed Laws Cover Payment Was Begun Today of tha
Dishonorably Discharged Negro
About All the Old Avenues of
Soldiers at Fort Reno.
Insurance Wrong Doing.
terday and decided to issue to the
stockholders today, along with the
dividend notices, a brief statement
Chicago, Nov. 17. Members of tho
17. Robber
Nov.
Walker, Mo
setting forth that the management
firmly believes It has acted honestly Insurance Commission, who had been early today started a Are that destroy
and legally, and reassuring the stock- - In session for the last week drafting ed six of the best business building
I iiocrs that In the opinion of the the projected laws for control of life in Walker, to cover up the robbery of
12,000 and $3,000 belonging
bisfd here Is no cause for alarm. It Insurance throughout the country, between
to the Bank ot Walker. On Monday
Is stated that the whole matter Is completed their work today. No com
A rec last robbers wrecked the safe of the
now been before the legal tribunal. plete report Is contemplated.
The Standard Oil has made no reply ommendation was made prior to ad- bank with dynamite, getting away
to the charges, nor Id it Intended to journment but will not be prepared whh close to $2,000, and the bank ofdo anything that could be construed for some time. Sixteen new proposed ficials wore forced to place In the safer
aa discourteous to the administration, laws have been drawn and it Is be- of a neighboring store what money
that they was left by the robbers. Today robThe company's ' full answer, it was lieved by the commissioners
by the various states, bers, believed to be the same gang;
said, will be made at the proper time will, if adopted
correct the greater part of the abuses that committed the first robbery,
and place.
In the management or lire Insurance cleaned out the safe and set Are to
companies. These bills will be intro the buildings and escaped.
duced during the next winter In the
SHIPPING TRUST STILL legislatures of
states. The BOER RAIDER AND HI8
New York, Nov. 17. The directors
of the Standard Oil company met yes-

!
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writ large all over
him, but in spite of it all, with the aid
of a wornoirt second-hanuniform of
a German army captain, he bluffed his
way to the command of a little detachment of military guards and with
them at his heels, proceeded to the
town of Koepenlck, where he arrested
the mayor and city treasurer, and
with the police, citizens and civil officers kotowing before him, sent his
prisoners to Berlin, under guard,
while he calmly helped himself to the
funds In the public treasury.
Only a few months ago, Voight was
released from a term of fifteen years
penal servitude. Because of the system of police supervision and persecution, he was unable to obtain an honest living, and so he planned his great
bluff, in the hoje that he would obtain
enough money to keep him In luxury
tthe rest of his life.
After the Ides of the coup had conic
to him, Voight frequented music halls
and other places where military .officers resort that he might study tuem
and their ways. Then he selected Koepenlck for hU exploit. It is a thriving
city or 76,000 inhabitants situated on
the outskirts of the capital.
Donning a discarded uniform of a
captain, which he purchased in a second-hand
clothing shop, he strolled
calmly along a street in tho east or
Berlla awaiting the return ot a detachment, of Grenadier guards from
the drilling ground to their barracks.
True to his calculations, the detachment appeared,
consist ine of
tveaty-t'ou- r
men, .'each, carrying a
Low class" Is

d

rifle.

ROB-

GOT ON

TREASURY.
Special Correspondence.
Berlin, Nov. 17 Though a criminal,
as the author of the greatest hoax ot
the age, Wilhelm Volght Is acclaimed
a hero throughout Germany. He holds
the stage as tho champion bluffer.
Voight made the whole civilized
world laugh; he conferred immortality on the town where he pulled off his
exploit; he added a new verb to the
dictionary to
koepenich and
he
held up to ridicule In a most ludicrous
manner the German syBtera of military
which has grown out
preference for the
of the kaiser's
army.
67 years
A cobbler, an
old, Voight Is a coarse featured, stoop
shouldered specimen. His teeth ire
rttrflvpd- - his hnnria fira hnrnv Anil
knotted; his cars arc large and stick

AFTER

jrf.

VOIGT
AS HIMSELF
AND AS THK ARMY CAPTAIN.

WILHELM

station from whence he took them ly
train to Koepenlck and to the town
hall.
Halting at the telephone exchange
Voigt ordered the official in charge to
cut off communications with the town
hall for the next two hours under penalty of Incurring the kaiser's displeasure. The uniform triumphed again.
Then the disreputable old Jailbird,
seized all the money he could lay his
hands on In the municipal treasure
chest only $1,000 and sent the burgomaster. Dr. Langerhans, a prisoner
to Berlin, under an armed guard.
The chief of the Koepenick police
took orders from Voigt without question. The uniform hypnotized him aa
It did everybody elBe. By Volgt's directions, be placed a squud of police
around the town hall to keep the
crowd bach, and as proof of his zeal,
actually arrested five citizens whose
curiosity get the better of their discretion.
In his wildest extravaganzas Gilbert
never conceived anyihlr. more lUdicr-tiu- s
police ioice
ikim it iKoniciial
belling a thief to lout the municipal
treasury and arresting honest men to
make things easier for hir.i.
Voigt was finally arrested
in a
cheap lodging house In Berlin. It is
attested by the old couple who ran
liie place that while there he nursed,
with touching devotion, a young girl
All
who was dying of consumption.
but a small portion of the loot has
bten recovered.

.

"Your men must follow me," said
the corporal. " "have
the kaiser's orders to make an Important arrest." Grimy and battered
though he was, and much too old for
a captain, none of the soldiers thought
for an instant of challenging the
seedy uniform of the Mrst guards.
They obeyed him like sheep. He
marched them to the nearest railway
Voigt, accosting

ROBBERY OF ST. L

S

TREASURY CHARGED TO THE

Receiving Teller. Son of United States
Attorney D. P. Dyer Who Is Released on SI 0,000 Bonds.
FAMOUS TENOR SINGER IS INVOLVED
IN AN UNPLEASANT PUBLIC SCANDAL

SU Louis, Mo, Nov. 17. The feder- WOMAN CHARGED THAT
al grand jury returned an indictment
GREAT TENOR INSULTED HER
agalast the receiving teller, D. P.
New York, Nov. 17.
Caruso,
Dyer, Jr., son of United 8tates Attor- the ramous tenor, whoEnrico
wag arrested
ney D. p. Dyer, this morning, in con- yesterday In Central
Park on comnection with the shortage of ,61,200 In plaint of a woman who charged that
local
the
The charge he repeatedly insulted her, did not
against Dyer, Jr., is embezzlement.
appear when his name was called in
Not At Ones Arrested.
the police court today. Nor did Mrs.
The federal grand Jury was conven- Hannah Graham, who preferred
ed Wednesday and at ouce began its charges against Caruso, appear the
Inquiry Into the shortage. When the court. Pormer Judge Dittennoeter,in
inquiry adjourned yesterday thirty-thre- e who appeared for Caruso, released
GOVERNOR OPPOSED TO
witnesses had been examined. yesterday on ball, said that the tenor
Soon after the grand jury convened was physically unable to come to
morning
this
the report of Its findings court. He is ill at his hotel, comIL
was made to the court. Dyer was not pletely prostrated by the seriousness
taken Into custody Immediately, as it of the charge. On request of
was stated that a capias would be Isthe hearing was postponed
sued and he would be then taken Into until next Wednesday, the Central
Governor ii. J. Ilagertnan ar-- 4 custody by the United State marshal. park policeman who made the arrest
rived here last night from feanta
Bond of Only $10,000.
informed the court that he beliered he
4 Pe. He has apartments at the
Dyer was arrested by the could find Mrs. Graham and have her
4 Aivarado hotel and received a
United States marshal and released In court at that time, although the
' number
on a bond for f 10,000.
of callers today,
ihe
address she gave was fictitious.
governor comes to the Duke city
to dUcass the political situation
with Delegate W. H. Andrews
"MONO-RAIL- "
ARTIFICIAL RUBBER
BROOKLYN
'
and others. Ho will probably de- -'
FROM CEREALS,
TO CONEY ISLAND.
1art tomorrow evening.
London, Nov. 17. A syndicate of
Brooklyn.
Y.,
N.
Nov. 17. The
AnDelegate
-'
interviewed
at
f draws private office
tire manufacturers today acquired the Brooklyn Uapid Transit Commission
this after-- 4
patent rights of Arthur Car, of Midnooa, with reference to his posi-- '
are at present considering an app
,
tion on the holding of a constitu-- '
dlesex, for the manufacture of arti- cation of Mr. Y. ii.
a French
tioaal convention. Governor Ha-- 4
ficial rubber. Jt is stated Car receiv- engineer, for permission to build a
geman stated:
ed J 1.250,000 for his invention.
Car high speed "mono-rail- "
railroad from
"Personally I am opposed to
has made artificial rubber from wheat, Brooklyn to Coney Island, connecting
holding a constitutional eonven- corn, etc.. for use as bicycle and auto- Atlantic avenue with roe ferry at
tion la the light of recent de- -'
mobile tires which has stood all prac-Ite- Manhattan. Mr. JVhr claims that he
velopment.
tests. The new syndicate an- can run cars at 65 miles an hour and
My reasons for opposing it are
nounced today that nix grades of ar- will guarantee to complete the road
that I do not thick that to hold
tificial rubber would be made from a in one year. Mr. Behr is the engia constitutional convention at
liquid solution
suitable, for water- neer who constructed the only "mono'
tits time will assist us la get- proofing to a hardness .available for rail 'passenger line in Europe, it
ting statehood. Should any bill
golf balls. Iu the latter the substance runs from Listowil county in Kerry.
be
during the next con- s credited with the lightness of cork Irelitud, to Ballybunnion, a distance
gross for single statehood It wl!I
aud the ton alines ir rMn..,i
of twelve miles. Kt.tently the London
likely provide for the paying of
The other grides will be used for Brighton and Scott Coaht railway of
ull expenses of thu
v urt, iiiiHi, iineieuiu and slabs or England rejected the plan of Mr. Behr
as the jolut statehood bill pro- sheets for lavements.
It In ot
who offered to build a line from Lonvideo.
4 that tlw artificial rubber Is obtained don to Brighton. He then claimed a
'4
4
4
4
4 4
4
4 iy ireiur.g any cereal wtth phyallu. i speed f 7 mill s jin liour.
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u.-hr-

thirty-seve-

WORKING

FOR

SUBSIDY

ATTACKS

Will Push Its Demand For Aid

From National Treasury
So Soon As

PATROLMAN
AR

A

His Order to Keep Quiet Precipitates Small Saloon Riot .
In South Albuquerque.
small sized riot, in which Patrolman Joe Salazar was beaten aoout the
face and head, occurred last night in
a saloon at the corner of Second
street and Atlantic avenue.
Frank Fracarolli, former proprietor
of, the place. William Wlegold and
CharleB Bach were arrested and taken
to tho ctty building, where they were
later released upon depositing cash
bonds of 15 each. Monday morning
at 9 o'clock they will be tried In Judge
Crawford's court upon charges of as- -i
saultlng an officer or just plain as-- ;
sault. City Attorney Hlckey has not
arrived at a definite conclusion regarding the specific charge. Assaulting an officer is more serious tnan tho
former charge. Other arrests In connection with the affair are expected
to follow.
The police are looking for a man
whom the patrolman called to his assistance when he wag attacked and
who refused to oliey the summons.
Fracarolli, Wlegold and Bach have retained counsel to defend them.
Salazar's countenance bears ample
evidence of the conflict this morning.
Hot a his eyes are blackened and there
are numerous scratches and bruises
elsewhere on his face. Assistant Chier
Kennedy, who was called to his as-- j
sistance in making the arrests, took
i
a hand in the battle when It ended.
William Wlegold recently
purchased tho saloon from Frank Frac
arolli at 8econd street and Atlantic
avenue.
Salazar, it is said, heard Itolslerous
singing in tine place last ulght and
stepped In to tell the crowd to cut out
the noise. Then he Btepped In a barber shop next door to converse with
a friend. Fracarolli entered the barber shop, according to reports, and
inqured what right Salazar had to cut
in and Interfere with the business.
Something was said about arresting
Fracarolli when they adjourned to i. v
street and he agreed to go wlili the
patrolman to Tieadquarters. A motm-ulater he changed his mind and
the saloon. Salazar followed
A

blm.

In tho saloon William Wiegold
made statements about the patrolman
interfering with his business and
when Salazar threatened
to arrest
him also a general figlu started, the
crowd assaulting the inuolman. Salazar sent for assistant- and Assistant
Chief Kennedy responded.
Others details of t.Ve affair will develop at the trial.

CONGRESS SHALL MEET
ON DECEMBER 4TH
Washington, Nov. 17.- - At the next
Congress, wbJch commences Us sitting on December 4th some very Important measures are promised to be
Utrodi!rV . jror.g !p fm Jttn an
legislature program Is the enactment
of some measure of relief for American shipping engaged In foreign trade
Those in charge of this measure have
been held back by the
given to other legislation, which, on
account of the state of public opinion,
was deemed to be more urgent Now,
however, tho advocates or some form
or effective relief regard their cause
as having the right of way. Some
of theii representatives go so far as
to say that the powers that be, both
executive and legislative, have given
assurances that a shipping subsidy
law should lie put on tho statute
books at the approaching session. It
Is rarely that important legislation
is enacted In a short session and this
session cau only last until March 4,
but should this measure pass It must
not be taken for granted that any Immediate improvement must necessarily come to existing lines In Amerlcun
registry. The measure now pending
In the senate
committee's
nanus
promised little. If any, substantial aid
to the few steamship lines of importance, In order to meet the criticisms
that such aid would radically all
go to a few large concerns. Questions of domestic commerce are
bound to occupy much or the time of
congress. The coal trado Investigation and the grain trade Inquiry by
the interstate commerce commission
are likely to furnish matters for mucu
discussion. Under the La Follette
resolution the fact or collusion be
tween railroads and primary market
grain concerns has again been established, and the slate grain dealers
association have for tho hundredth
time been shown to be nctlng in re
straint or commerce, both slate and
interstate. Lf congress does not consider this matter dlsapopintment will
be great; but enforcement of the ex
Istlrjg .laws, rather than new legls- latlon should be carried out. There
I
no doubt but the questlou of banking, currency und finance will bo tak
en up at the first available opportunity as tho country, during the interval between the lust session and the
coming one, had before It tho best
evidence of the necessity for some
or the couutrys
better
finance,
to the rapidly developing
needs of business.
GOVERNMENT

EXAMINER

OF SUGAR REGIONS
New York, Nov. 17. Larunzo W.
Chance, who has been the United
States e xaminer of sugar entering the
ort of New York for the past seven
years, has resigned from the customs
servli-to engage In banking busiTO INVESTIGATE AMERICAN
ness in Loudon, England.
Chance
TARIFF LAWS IN GERMANY. whoso brotbere Walter isMr.
a member
Bremen. Nov. 17. Mr. 8. N. D. of the treasurys
force of special
North, director of the American cenx has had the appraisal of sugars
sus bureau and Mr. James L. Gerry agent
annually $t0,OoO,liOO during his
chief of the customs ill vision of the worth
of office.
treasury department
have arrived lei in
here on the Kaiser Wilhelm Der
OF EEL8
Crosse. They have a commission GREAT TAKE
ON CONNECTICUT RIVER.
from lTeldent Kooseveli to travel
iirattleborro, Vt., Nov. 17. The anIn this country and Investigate the
working of the American turlff laws. nual immigration of eels down the
Connecticut river which commenced
MONTANA SOCIETY OF NEW
Thoua few weeks ago continues.
YORK IN ANNUAL DINNER. sands are taken daily and some are
New York, Nov. 17. In Deliuonieos remarkably fine s'HJClmens, weighing
here tonight the annual dinner took from
to nine and ten pounds.
place or the members of the Montana A very largo number of the eels went
Society of New York who bad us their through the electric station flume at
guests residents in New York from Bellows Falls in such numbers that
other Rocky Mountain states. About they clogged tho wheels and forced
.11)0
perous sat down to dinner. tiie shutting off of the lights until sevS'eflu-- followed ihe dinner after eral bushels of them were taken from
which a mam! roiu-- it was hhl.
the wheel
-

i

I

n

proposed new acts may be summarized as follows:
A standard policy act, which provides six forms of uniform policies to
be used by all life Insurance com pa
les. The annual apportionment act
requires life Insurance companies to
either pay annual dividends or credit
the amount earned to the different
policy holders. Another act limits the
amount of surplus, which the compa
nies are permitted to retain In their
treasuries.
Tliero aro also an act prohibiting
discrimination and rebating between
agents and policyholders; an act pro- niDitmg corporations rrom acting as
agents or life Insurance comoantes: an
act "rogulatingjheeiectlon of the directors ot life" insurance companies;"
aa act prohibiting the publishing of
estimates and Illustrations which misrepresent the terms) of any policy or
benefits or advantages promised luere-by- ;
an act prohibiting life Insurance
companies tram making any kind ot
Political contributions; an act forbidding Insurance companies from
ro?: than tVH'O,-- fy ppr
specific, purpose without cCftisjut oi
the board or directors; an act prohibiting lire insurance companies from
paying any officer a salary in excess
or $00,000. annually; an act regulating
the investment of life Insurance company funds; aa act making a policy
the entire contract between the Interested parties; an act defining lue
status ot persons who solicit life Insurance; an act prohibiting life Insurance companies from issuing participating and
por.-clean act regulating the disbursements of life Insurance companies; an
act regulating the companies' run on
assessments; an act regulating the
retirement of capital stock of life insurance companies.
-

s;

FORCES ARE CAPTURED.
Cape Town, Nov. 17. Ferrelra, the.
leader or the Boer raid from German,
Southwest Africa Into the northwestern part of Cape Town, with all his
followers, was captured today by 1h
colonial patrols.
PAYING OFF PREPARATORY TO
DISCHARGING NEGRO TROOPS.

Fort Iteno, Okla., Nov. 17. Major
Fort Sam Houston,
acting chief paymaster, accompanied1
by James McKay and P. R- - Kelley
who arrived in Fort Reno late yester
day, was engaged this morning in
making out the rolls for the thre
companies of netiWldJ'?''' .of the.
Twenty-flrtinfantry. As these rotfi''
contain the persona! tlstory or each
Boldler's army lire, It will require sis
or seven days to cocnplote it.' The
negroes will be paid off and discharge '
ed in order, and it is probable that
the first dismissals will be made thla
afternoon.
H. L. Wallace, of

h

STEEL RAIL PRODUC- tfhflBdelphla, " Pa, Wor.
previous existing record in the pr-oductlon ot steel rails in this or any
otner country have been broken: during the past month In this state. One
furnace at Sharon turned out 128,134
tons alone and the Clairton works ot
the Carnegie Steel Co., have again
broken Ingots making 68,000 last
month as against 53,000 in any other
month since the furnaces were started. The Clairton plant consists of 13
open hearth furnaces of 60tons capacity. One of these furnaces Is on
acid steel, and natural gas is used
making It possible to run all the furnaces uninterruptedly
during the
month.
.

DR. FRED COOK'S EX.
OF GAME
PEDITION AT AN END.
IN NEW YORK 8TATE.
Drooklyn, Not. 17. ur Fred A
Salamanaca, N. Y., Nov. 17. Owing Cook, has arrived In this city from

SCARCITY

to the rapidly declining number of Alaska, where be tnade a successful
deer In the Adlrondacks and Catskllls, ascent of Mount McKlnley. lao chief
and the fear that the shortened game results or Dr. Cook's expedition
RPAjmn tn thla afnta mnv lit vlnlnloft
or the height of
verification
by hunters. Forest, Fish and Game Mount McKlnley as given by the gov- ComtTltfmlnnai Jfamr
Whtnnla hna ernment, 20,300 feet and the openappointed fifty additional gamekeep ing up or a hitherto unknown region,
ers io see mat. tne raw is uvea up or about 3.000 square miles, knows as
to. ihe season whtcn closed yester- the Yentna district.
day was the poorest one in the history of the state.
VINA WINKLER HEAD OF
are-th-

Kt

SIX GENERATIONS.
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 17. Mrs.
Vina Winkler, who lives at Kokoma,
years or ago
this state, is ninety-siand Is the bead of six generations.
She Is the ancestor of elghty-el- x
grandchildren, 102 great prandchil-dre- n,
BRASKA GOVERNOR
grand children)
thirty great-grea- t
grandchiland three
dren. Her oldest child, Mrs. Anna
Lincoln, Nov. 17. George Law-so- n Durbln, of Charleston, Illinois, is 78
Sheldon, who has just been elect years of age.
ed tepubiican governor of Nebraska
by one ot the largest pluralities ever BUILDING LARGEST LOCOMOTIVE IN THE WORLD.
given a governor. Is a practical farm
Erie, Pa., Nov. 17. The American
er, and has lived on his farm near
Nehawka, Cass county, all of the Locomotive company have commencthirty-siyears of his life. His father ed the construction of a locomotive
came to Nebraska and settled on this for the Erie railroad which will bo
bemestead in the early 'OO's.
There the largest and most powerful of it
tho younger Sheldon yew up, attend- kind ever built. The monster will
ing .he village school and working on weigh 250 tons and will combine alt
of the best of the old mechanical
'.he farm outside of school hours,
lie was "fanniLg it" In 1903 when features In locomotive construction
he was flr;t elected to the state sen with the very latest and most approved devices to Insure the highest
ate.
Jo wus reelected in 1305.
All this time he continued his work grade, of strength and speed.
on the farm, but when ho was nominated by an overwhelming majority
COL. TILTON'S CONDITION
for the state's chief executive he
to "take off his coat and go
to work."
IS REGARDED SERIOUS
Tho Sheldon homestead consists of
many acres. The house in which tho
next governor of the state has lived
all his life in a long, low structure lo- 4 4 4
cated in the midst of a yard of eight 4 Since the publication of The 4
acres which Is full of shade trees and 4' Evening Citizem, yesterday arf- - 4
Is skirted by the beautiful, rippling 4 ternoon. the condition of Col. IL 4
weeping water. Mr. Sheldon's father 4 11. Tilton has grown considcrao-ly worse and bis attending phy- built the bouse with timber w hich he
sawed in his own sawmill lu 1857.
slclan advised this office this af- The Sbeldons love the old pluce and
ternoon that he Is a very sick
14
try to keep it as It has been for so 4 man.
many years.
4
Last Tuesday, he suffered a
'
very
yesGeorge Sheldon was married la
severe hemorrhage and
1SU5 at Rosevllle. III., to Miss Rose 4 terday afternoon
bad another. 4
Higgles. They have four children.
4 but slight compared to the trst
The new governor has been active 4 one. Last night bis condition
grew alarming, and be had the
in many ways all his life. At the
third hemorrhage.
slate university he took a leading part
In politics and was captain of a comAt 4 o clock this afternoon a
pany of cadets which took rst prize
brief telephone message gives
the cheerful Information that be
lu a competitive drill lu Omaha. He
was, apparently, a little better.
graduated In 189J. Il was captain
of company U. of the Third Nebraska
and hopes are entertained that
fM..nH.,t nniiur Oolnncl Ilrynn. In tbe 4 he will continue to Imporve.
Spanish-Americawar.
4 4
44
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AGt TWC
vacancy In (he position of draftsman
(architectural and structural steel),,
at $125 per month. In the office of the
engineer, twelfth light house district.
San Francisco, cat., a vacancy in mo
draftsman,
position of architectural
$1,380 per annum, United States Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.. and
vacancies as they may occur la any
branch of th service requiring sim
ilar qualifications.
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this
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Persuasive Talk!
MIGHT NOT CONVINCE
CONVINCE

TO
THAT OUR

OUGHT

$100 Reward, $100.
Th rpnilpra of this nnoer will be nlcns- nI to
that there Is st least one
dremled dlflie that science has been
able to cure In nil Its stages, and that
Is Catarrh. Hull s Catarrh Cure Is the
r.nlv positive cure now known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
tllxnaae. reouires a constitu
tional traitmeiit. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
the
taken internally, acting directly upon sysblood nnd mucous surfaces of the
tem, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient
j strength by building up the constitution
'and HKxistin: nature In dolnir Its work.
The proprietors have so murn rann in us
iney oner u
curative powers mai any
case that It
Hundred Hollars for
December 1.
cure.
list of testi
Send
to
for
The United States civil service com- falls
monials. Address:
CO., Toledo, Ohio.
F. J. CHKNKY
mission announces an examination on
Sold hv Pructtlets. 75c.
secure
Fills for constipa
Family
1,
to
Take
Hall's
November
which to make eertifl--atlo- tion.

lrn

YOU

Almond, Benzoin and

CIVIL SERVICE

Witch Hazel Cream

nl

IS THE BEST PREPARATION
FOR THE FACE AND HANDS.
IT TO
WE GUARANTEE
PLEASE YOU. 25c PER BOT-

JOBS

pligibles from

YOU,

BUT OUR GUARANTEE

TLE.

THE HIGHLAND PHARMACY

I

OCCIDENTAL BUILDING
Railroad Avenue and Broadway

ooooooooc

n

NOVEMBER

17. 1906.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

PERSONAL.

girl and
WANTED Dining
chambermaid. Columhns Hotel.
WANTfcb A girl lor general house
work. 220 Nortn wintn strepr.
horse,
WANTED A HI Hill driving
suitable fur iady. Address o. a,
room

Who to See.
Applicants should at once apply
either to the United States civil ser-vlV7nlJ Paper of Bernalillo County
commission. Washington. V. C,
City of Albuquerque.
or to the secretary of the local board
of examiners for application forms.
DlioatetiM.
HwillX Pmm After
No aplicatlon will be accepted unlcps
Urgtat City in Uurty ClrcvUtl.
properly executed and filed with the
Tk UrRtl Ntw Mmlc ClrcutitlM.
at Washington. In applyltrft tlrttir Mreni OrcalttlM. commission
ing for this examination the exact
title as given at the bead of this announcement should be used in tho application.

SATURDAY.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTED.

LABELS

01 DECEMBER

CITIZEN.

EVEiTOTa

GIRLS are
southern
beautiful in the world.

Get next,
boys, and Join our correspondence
club. Write us for particulars. The
Dixie club, P. O. box 156, Cbatta-noog-a,
Tenn.
PER60NAL PROPERTY LOANS.

office.

WANTED Help MruiHhed and employment of ull kinds secured
promptly Call on, write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto rnoneii"
tieutleinen's second-han- d
An'i km
clothing. No. 015 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. R. J- Sweeney, proprietor.
aily or genUeman, with
WANTED
some abilitv, for a good buslnegs position; salary from $12 to $18 per
week, and chance for advancement.
Address "M," care Evening Citizen.
WAS'tETiilil for general house
work; mut understand cooKing,
etc., to take
washing, Ironing,
charge of house; 20 miles from
city. Family of two adults. Inquire
at Elite hotel.
WANTED Two competent. gin
ciif.it Hnd maid to do general
preferred.
Germans
housework;
Writo or annly with references to
Mrs. J. W. Raynolds, Santa Fe,
-

'

N'. M.

the most

....

ALBUQUERQUt

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus. $100,000

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAHEHUU5E RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200.
Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain in
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and aee as before borrow-

On

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

ing.

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts or the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evanlngs.

With Ampla Means and IJnsurpatsatf

19

Bfcmlk

I

Facilities.

(SoiiriuiQse9

S

FOR
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

.

WANTED Mar. w;ta o,ono or more
can secure Interest in good paying
established manufacturing business.
Work is light. Salary $1040 per year
to Ktart with. No trades. Don I
answer unless von have the money
Address Opportunity, care Evening
Citizen.

HOUSE IN
MODERN
THE HIGHLANDS AT A BARGAIN THIS WEEK.

and

Solicit

FIVE-ROO-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Luna, Presiaent: W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, est, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, SoloA. M. BlackwIl, Geo. Arnot, O. 2. Cromwell.
mon

Solomon

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
existing vacancies, and
vacancies as they may occur, in the IDE TIME OF THE CON- position of teachfr in the Philippine,
FOR Rt.1.
Full 8et of Teeth
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TQPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
service. The salary of this position
Gold Crown
110 West Gold Ave.
Three-roofurnished
up
RENT
ranges from $1,000 to $1,200 per anFOR
Filling
STITUTIONJJONVENTION Gold
auc
house, with bath, close In. No. 108
num, and will he based upon the exPainless Extracting
perience and the relative standing in
John street
PRINCE ADVANCES ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR FOR RENT Furnished
tbe examination. Those appointed will
tent and
SUCCESSOR TO L. T. DELANEY
ANTEED.
be eligible for promotion to the higher
room; $8 per munth. 413 South
GOOD REASONS FOR MEETING
crades In the service, ranging from
Broadway.
1907.
IN
JANUARY,
REAL ESTATE
fUOOti to $2,000 for teachers and from
FOR KENT Brick house of seven
FIRE INSURANCE
JL500 to $2,500 tor division superin-tendesU- .
complete,
modern,
furnished
rooms,
AND LOANS
Women will not bo admit- Editor of the New Mexican:
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
t'ltii-.eoffice,
Inquire
Some time uro, in July. In a letter
ted to this examination except that
' I s V "V-. y- ALBUQUERQUE
215 W. GOLD AV.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well-fu- r
the wives, immediate relatives, or f- to the New Mexican relative to the
nl shed rooms for housekeeping. 524
delegates from
iancees of men examined at the same meeting of the sixty-siOmCERB AND DIRECTOR
West Railroad avenue. Inquire a
em
B.
F.
COPP.
already
con
appointed
or
to.
territory
to
the
constitutional
this
time for.
S.
JOSHUA
RAYNOLDS
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
President
ployed tn trie Philippine, service may vent ton, us a New Mexico convention.. ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDLNU. rear.
M. W. FLOURNOY
Four-roofurVice President
cottage,
sugthey
I
Mn
RENT
they
if
rass
FOR
examined;
sad,
failed,
case
joint
statehood
Ie
FRANK McKEE
ranch. Ten
Cashier
A Year of Blood
nlshedA at Lockhart
in appointments. gested that the meeting be held early
will he preferred
LAWYERS.
mintittja' walk from street car lin-- r
R. A. FROST
provided the men through whom ex- n December.
Assistant Cashier
The var 1903 will long be reinem- H. F. RAYNOLDS
amination Is allowed have been seSince then, the republican territor- - here.! In the home of F. N. Jacket of FOR RENT OR SALE House at 202
Director
Ira V,. Sena.
Vegas has rc- - Alliance. Ky.. as a year of blood
lected. Each of such applicants h1 conventioa in
Inquire at Old ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
street.
Edith
North
n
Mr,
Monday
Janushould Btate definitely In her
In
onimended the first
U. C. DEPOSITORY
which flowed bo copiously from
Town postofllce
N. W., Wasntiiiiton, D. C. Pensions,
ry, and a consideration of all the cir- - jackets lungs that death seemea very
the name, address and relationmodern house lands, pattm.s, copyrights, caveats
RENT
Capital
$500,000.00
Authorized
ship of the persons through whom ex- etimstnnces has made mo a convert to noar. He writes: "Severe bleeding FOR
and stable; good location; healthy letter paten s. trade marks, claims.
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,000.00
amination is claimed, In ordfr that that date. In the first place, many of from the lungs and a filghttul cough
only
In
$25 per month.
tenants;
n. w. D. Bryan.
there may be no delay la certineatlon the members have their arrangements had brought me at death's door, wneu&
for
Atchison,
II,
office.
Depository
Topcka
Railway
Fe
Santa
Company
Citizen
quire
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
when the rating of the papers Is conr the remainder or the year, i began taking Dr. Kings New visque, N. M.
ORnRENTTleasahTraiFy, well
Otlice,
First National
d cannot well change them so as covery for Consumption, with the as- sidered.
rooms, with modern Improve- Hank building.
The holiday tonishing result that after taking four
The United States civil service com- to be free to attend.
ments. Apply at store, 522 East
E. W. Oobso.t.
mission announces an examination on season naturally breaks up the time bottles I was completely restored and
Marquette avenue, corner of north
secure anil distracts attention.
1. to
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
A number a8 time
November
has proven permanently
Broadway.
well Hock, Albuquerque, N. M.
ellgibles from which to make certifi- of delegates desire to procure other cured." Guaranteed for sore lungs,
cation to fill a large number of va- constitutions and '.'.oks on the subject coughs and colds, at all druggists. FOR RENT Houses and store rooms,
DENTISTS.
also store room, house connected.
cancies In the positions of clerk and and this requires time.
Price 50 cents and $1. Trial bottle
W. H. McMilllon, 211 West Gold
lly meeting on Monday. Jan. 7, tho free.
teacher la the Philippine service. It
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
.
avenue.
o
is desired to secure as a result of this convention will havo two full weeks
Dental Surgeon.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
examination as many eligiblts as poa before the legislature meets.
Those
PROPOSALS FOR FOUR BRICK FOR RENT Several pleasant, nerrly
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnette Building,
in
college
graduates,
Department of tne
most experienced consider this time BUILDINGS.
cible who are
furnished rooms, with bath and over O'Rielly's Drug Store. Automatic
eluding graduates of polytechnic and
CAPITAL
and it'ls as much us most dele- - terior. Office of Indian Affairs, Wash-gate- s
electric light. 519 North Second 'phone 233. Appointments made by
$100,000.00
proagricultural schools, it is also desirafford,
will feel that they can
ington, D. C, Oct, 20, 1906. Sealed
street.
mail.
posellgibles
many
SURPLUS
AND
as
to
secure
as
PROFITS,
By using the constitution of 1890 as a posals, plainly marked on the outsiae FOR KK.Vr Apartments
ed
22,000.00
in Par
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
sible who are normal school gradu- basis, and by careful preparation U 0f the Bealed envelope "Proposals for
eight rooms each;
View terrace,
avenue.
No.
Office
306
Railroad
appoint
anticipated
Mexadvance,
excellently
Is
that
the work can be
ates. It
Brick Buildings, Santa Fe, New
steam heated, and all other modern
Interest Paid on 'i line Deposits
9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
ments of ellgibles resulting from this aone in that time. Whatever legisia- - i,.n ami addressed to the Commls- - conveniences. H. H. Tllton, room 19, hours,
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones.
Safety
Deposit
Ap
for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wor.J
boxes
posi
will
to
wheth-made
thought
he
examination
tlve action is
the
desirable,
8i0ner of Indian Affairs, Washington,
Grant Block.
pointments made by mall.
tion of teacher in March and April er in suDmitting tne constitution to D c wju i,0 received at the Indian FOR RENT-r- A
y
six room
DR. D. E. WILSON
next and their transportation arrane- a popular vote, or providing for its office' until 2 o'clock p. m. of Decern-brick house, corner of Seventh
Dentist.
rl with a view to their ntrival In transmission . to. congres, can read- - UBJ. 3 1906 f0r furnishing and deliv- street and Tljeras avenue, inquire
RoomR 10, 12, 13, Occidental Life
We Want Your
Business
Manila about June 1. Others will be lly be obtained by having some of the ertng the necessary materials and la- at Lommorl & Mattenccl, C24 West Bldg.. Cor. Railroad avenue and
required in the various clerical and leading delegates remain a few days bor reaulred to construct and com
Tljeras
avenue.
M.
Albuquerque,
N.
Broadway,
Of
present
Immediately
in
offices
the islands. and
administrative
the matter
plete a dormitory, and a mess hall and
flee hours, 8 to 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P. M
The majority of appointments of eligi- to the council and the house when bakery, both of brick with plumbing,
TOR 8ALE.
Colo. Phone, 129.
ex
DIRECTORS
on
they
21.
conveen
January
resulting
In fact steam heat and electric lighting, also
ble
from the assistant
Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
O. N. Marron.
animation are made at the entrance all the delegates will be present as an addition to tho brick warehouse FOR SALE Gleckler'a farm, the best
PHYSICIANS.
D. a. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.
alary of $1,200. Each college stu the legislators arrive, and thus there
farm in Bernalillo county. NChas,
a brick bath houso, both with clec
dent who will graduate In 1907 suould can be a thorough interchange of and
E.
Gleckler.
Fe
lighting,
Santa
all
R.
L.
the
DR.
at
HUST.
tate in his application the degree he Ideas and prompt action can be ob trie
Office, 6S, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
school. New Mexico, in strict accora FOR SALE A folding bed. . oase
expects to receive. Women will not 1 a 11. aA
.
,
burner, etc. 1504 South second st.
Tuberculosis
.......
treated with High...
iiijiim, Bpecincauons ana in- wuu
nm.'u
rfeveryiuing
ho admitted to this examination, exnow iooks laioniuie lor
,
.hi,.h
nv be FOR SALE Fiue piano, nearly new. Frequency
.........
Current and
Electrical
...,
1
I"
mnn
f..l
cept that the wives. Immediate rela
given each
office, the offices of
Germicide.
Treatments
at
this
examined
S.
315
street.
Third
pres
were
tives, or fiancees of men examined at the delegates are six who
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
Bulletin,"
"Improvement
Minne
tthe
X
abe"
EleganKn
CK
18S9
piano
FORS
and
the same time for, appointed to, or ent in the last convention In
nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
Minn.; "American Contractor,"
Call 513 South Broadway.
already employed in the Philippine 1890 Messrs. Stover, Clancy, Prich- - apolis,
111.; "Citizen," Albuquerque
Chicago.
UNDERTAKER.
ervtce may be examined; and if tney ard, Catron, Raynolds and J. M. C
SALE AH tho furniture ot
"New Mexican." Santa Fe, FOR
four-roothey will be preferred la ap- Chavez. A number are already col- New Mex.;
new,
nearly
house,
Du
Colo., Red 115.
Auto, 'phone 316.
pointments, provided the men through lecting material .from various states New Mex.; tho Evening Herald,"Trad
good condition. 209 North Arno.
and
A. BORDERS.
whom examination U allowed hare to aid in the work. There is no ren- - rango. Colo.; the Builders Neb.;
2i
South
Third
FOIl
At
SALE
Mil
Commercial
Club Building. Black
been selected. Each of such applt son why the best constitution in the era Kxchanues at Oinahu.
street: One bed, one three-quartMinn.; Mln
and White Hearse, $5.
cants should state definitely in her entire country may not be formulat waukee. Wis.; St. Paul, Northwestern
cot,
rockers
bed,
table,
center
two
application the name, address and re- ed; and such a document will of itself neauolis. Minn.: the
carpet sweeper, oil heater, curtains
ARCHITECTS.
lationship of the person through be the best argument to congress and Manufacturers' association. St. Paul
Must be sold at once.
at
Chi
Warehouse,
U.
S.
Indian
the
ability
New
Mex
of
whom examination is claimed in order the nation of the
F. W. Spencer. Room 46 47. Barnett
St. Ixmls, Omaha and New York POR SALE At a sacrifice, it taken at Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
that there may be no delay in certifl ico to govern Itself, and of its worthi cago,
nine-rooonce,
infor
brick
a
further
school.
the
For
and
at
states.
of
papers
enter
ness to
tho sisterhood
ration when the rating of the
house;' bath, cellar, cement walks. hones.
mation apply to Clinton J. Crandall
L. BRADFORD PRINCE.
is considered
Address P. O. Box 218 city.
Aiexi
superintendent.
New
Fe,
Santa
CIVIL ENGINEER.
15.
Nov.
Santa Fe,
AND
Co. C. F. I.rtiTabee, acting commts FOR SALE House, furnished comDecember
R. Farwell.
J.
years.
plete;1
sloner.
WeHt
320
cheap
Santa
rent.
"Generally
debllltatsd
fur
The United States civil service com
Room 2.1, N. T. Armijo building.
Fe avenue.
sick headaches, lacked ambition,
mission announces an examination on Had worn-ouChapped Hands.
Burt
and all
house,
FOR SALE Fourteen-rooi- u
December 5, to secure ellgibles from was
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Wash your hands with warm water.
dock Blood Bitters made me a well
furnished or unfurnished, electric
which to make certification to fill
Chamberapply
dry
Moosup,
with
a
towel
and
Freltoy,
Mrs.
woman."
Chas.
light, city water. 315 S. Third St.
vacancy in the position of preparator
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
lain's Salve just before going to bed,
Mrs. M A. Schaeh.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
of fossils, at $75 per month, lu the Canada.
i
a
certain,
speedy
nis
cure
is
and
geological survey, department of tbe
FOR SALE OR RENT A warehouse Gold avenue.
Give us your ROUGH DRY work, salve Is also invaluable for sore ulp- iaterior, for a period not to exceed Monday,
on railroad track. Inquire of O.
ples,
diseases.
piles
itching
skin
In Time of Peace.
and
Wednesday.
get
it
back
and
ight months, and vacancies as they
ESTABLISHED J 873. 3
First
Bachechl, No. 109 South
"OLD RELIABLE."
druggists.
all
by
For
sale
Imperial
Co.
laundry
In the first months of the Russian- may occur in any branch of the ser
street.
striking
ex
Japanese war we had a
o
vice requiring similar qualifications.
FOR g ALE Vies lu rant a Jul Tunc li ample
the necessity for preparation
The United States civil service comcounter in front of depot; best loca- and theofearly
who,
advantage
of those
mission announces an examination on
tion in city. Owaer has good reato speak, "have shingled their roofs
December 5, to sfcure ellgibles from
sons (or selling. Great bargain. 305 ho
In dry weather."
The virtue of prepwhich to make certification to fill a
South First strofr t .
aration has made history and given to
vacancy In tbe position of psychologKOR SALE OirlfATfEFifteTTr us our greatest men. The individual
2
ist In the government hospital for the
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
room house No. 724 South Second as well as the nation should be preWashington, D. C. at $1,500
o
In
property
street
California.
for
you
emergency.
any
Are
pared for
pfr annum, with maintenance in tne
Cairi' s the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
Write Jobs Krick, 431 East Second prepared to successfully combat the
and vacaclea as they may ocV
street. Umg Beach, California.
in the Southwestfirst cold you take? A cold enn be
cur in any branch of the service reKOR
8ALK General
merchandise cured much more quickly when treatquiring similar qualifications.
business on the Kl l'aso and South- ed as soon as it has been contracted
The United States civil service comFARM AND
Mexico. and before it has become settled in
western in eastern
New
mission announces an examination u
Cough
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Hue
Chamberlain's
the system.
December 5, to secure ellgibles from
Keimdy Is famous for its cures of
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 0
for rlKiit party. Can
KAILHOAD AVENU::.
which to make certification to fill a
kooiI reason for selling. Lo- colds and it should be kept at hand
vacancy in tho position of arlioricul- :;:'';c,.j;o:4..l'ffl
cality lioalthicbt in New Mexico.
ready for instaut use. For sale by nil
turist in dry land agriculture, at $2,-0drupgists.
Inquiries to this paper.
per annum. In the bureau of plant
n. It. Kelley t
Foil S.vi.K Ham n.
industry, department of agriculture,
and sups havint? sold all their stock
and vacancies ns they may occur in
;m now offering their fine stock
that department requiring similar
GOHMBJENTS
DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
ranch for sale. It is the best Imqualifications.
proved ranch in tho country. Has
The United States civil service
November EC Uncle Tom's Cabin.
PAINT Covers more, loo,.s best, wears the
SHERMAN-WILLIAMtwo nooj wells, ouo of them has
announces an examination on
December 10 The Holy City.
longest, most economical; fall measure.
an
windmill
surface
tank.
is
It
and
December 5, to secure ellgibles from
Triumphs.
14
King of
Vith a I'erfection Oil Heater vou can heat a cold
December
BUILDlNlr PAPER Always in stoek. Plaster. Lime. Cement, Paitt,
ideal sheep rnngo. Postoffice, Uatil,
which to make certification to fill
December 23. Hooligan's Troubles.
make a tick-iooGlass. Sash, Doors, Etc.
more comfortable, wuriu a
Sucorro county, N. M. Kancli twenseveral existing vacancies in the poFamily.
My
Wife's
December 31
chilly hallway, heat water quickly, aud do many things
ty miles west of Datll.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
sition of plato printer in the bureau
better than can be done with any other stove no uiatier
Mrs. Bambini, at r.er parlors, No-of engraving and priuling, and similar
wh
fuel it burns. The superiority ,f the
SALESMEN WANTED.
pre
209 West Railroad avenue. Is
vacancies as they may occur in ihat
WANTED
Large wholesale bmise, pared to give thorough scaJp treat
bureau. As an Insufficient number of
per
paying its salesmen $l,f'ai.w
oligibleg was secured as tbe result of
ment, do hair dressing, tre.v corns,
year and expenses, to sell staple bunions and ingrowing nails. She
the examination held on September 19
line to general trade, desires two gives massage treatment and manicurto meet the. needs of the service,, qualnun-,nu-General Building Supplies
for 1907 to commence ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
to enter this
ified, persons ui'e urgf-work at once, if possible.
Address of complexion cream builds up the
examination.
(Equipped
with
Device)
Smokeless
Sawyer, Leslie & Co., Detroit, Mich. (klh and Improves tbe complexion,
The United Slate civil service comWe ll the f.w that it
Ileal without m.ke
intre
mission announces an examination on
WAN'I'KD Salesmen Experienced in and Is guaranteed Dot to be Injurious.
. jiirirr
or Kinrll. Thr oil luunt aut thr ick
,nu.i ni ... ....
any line, to sell general trade in Sne also urcpares a hair tonic tnai
December 50, to secure ellgibles from
IliroitKliuut, which lnurra clurnt.lhiy
Third and MarquctU
Both Phones
.ivr Cirii h, Ht i, .mail
hounl
h
lu.ln r.lor au l U.ei ll,Ni vs Mexico;
cul.
lit ater I llvhl and
which to make certification to till at
an unexcelled special curei and prevents dandruff and hair
.
w(V-- un.l
Mrlnlili-AtMultllrljr
miilr-wi- i'k
lu.aiinot
lurnr.l
ly iii(iMwit ion ; to till vacancy Dec. falling out; restores life to dead hair;
least four existing vacancies and valuo high or too low. ii.ciaicd u.
a u lamp Alt pans
1st., fur the balance of the year and remove mnlea warts and superfluous
raaily tltaanl. To tinihr-n- i
cancies s they may occur in tho posikrl an. jjj.un. f ttrv hratrr
.
not
at
ininl. If
joai U.aki wnic otaicst mrmy fi.r
uiiiitire
$1.1.00 hair.
face powder, a freckle
Also
OiuimiMHion,
Itm".
with
tion of aid in tho coast and geodetic
circular.
iir.
aervice, at $720 per annum. As tbe
vti'i My.
The Continental .l elry cure and pimple cure and pile cure.!
I
cm
11,1 in my roun
T Ail of these, preparations are pureiyThe
commission has experienced considerCo.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Just adable difficulty In securing a sufficient
XT
house lamp intuit-- , t.nc
WANTED (!hhI limn in each .unity vegetable compounds. Havetreatment:
w
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
T "
muchine for
Cleur
W, U
number of ellgibles for this position
ded a
Hani-to r present ami advertise
tamp ou
n
of wrinkles.!
cure
Mlrl
and
scalp,
of
fact
to incet the nee.ls of the service, qualaq1
l''iy, Br
w.i iv Department, put out samples.
thri.UKliout
nukr p.ulr.l. hniir4 with
rheumatism, pains
tt.tr
ified persons are urged to enter tins
laia'iotn
mplr
v.
iinrHvri buiaT.
Ex It is also used for
ei lily.
'ic. Salary $.'l
Lumber, Glass, Gsment and Rax Flintkoie Raofing
rrv Unip h kinuiilol. Write I j u ct ufcji uvy it .nt!uctui
massage
you (.uviuut
i
Humiliation.
aud
iiilvHiiri'il
llt'iil
..lu','
inii
yet it ftuiu your ikdltt.
Tbe United Slate's civil service
The Cilimiuia llousiJlTiiemK.
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
announces an examination on
Albuquerque, New Mexico
First and Marqoetre
to be washed over, Imperial Latin-- i
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAf
to secure eligililcg troin
December
Co.
dry
BREAD and take no other.
which to make certification to fill, a
to
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$18.00 to $25.00 per acre

tucktvl chiffon. A broad drped girdle of white moire ha two rows ot
velvet around the bottom covered with
passementerie.
A dress that employed the popular
fashion of bias folds was constructed
from green silk voile. The upper part
a eleven gored
of the skirt was
model with each gore outlined wtin a
narrow bias band of the same material. At the knees a straight flounce
of moderate proiortlons wag attached under a bias band and the flounce
was decorated with squares of the
bias
s.
The bodice was made
with as smoothly fitted shield-shape- d
front and back of voile over n chiffon
undcr-hodicThe shield was cut In
square shape nd finished with the
bias bands with tiny buttons iaside
of the band. This shield was cut
with a V to disclose the chiffon tucker and steading collar.
A charnrng design 'When made of
some sort diaphanous material
was
Chiffon
used for matinee gown.
taffeta with fancy banding was used
in one instance.
It consisted first of
a
skirt and a deep straight
flounce set on with a frill finish, the
skirt being cut away beneath, or lett
to form a foundation for oae or more
ruffles that are used with very soft
materials to give an extra fluffy appearance to the skirt.
A perfectly
smooth adjustment Is given about the
hips, all the fulness being drawn towards tho back, where it is arranged in an underfolded
This
skirt should le in medium sweep
length with the skirt measuring four
yards around and the flounce about
s.
five yards aad
The
liolero waist emrloyed some of the
most fascinating features of the
styles.
In the underwaist,
which was of chiffon shlrrings are
made to extend around the body, and
the fronts and backs are Joined to a
round yoke of creamy white lace. A
back closing is used both for tne uaderwalst as well as for the bolero
which Is an important feature mm
laps In front in scalloped edges. The
sleeves are shirred to harmonize with
the waist proper, and are finished
Just above the elbow with narrow
frills of lace to match the yoke. The
bolero Is of
lace of a ..eavy
quality, cut In a deep curve and outlined with narrow bands of the fancy
bandlag, end circular
are
added to the bolero and also edged
with the banding.
A stylish suit rhich has a particularly modish coat was developed from
a fine blue serge 'rimmed with bands
of hrnld and clo:h shoulder straps.

Irrigated farm lands in Egypt, according to reports of fhe United
States Department of Commerce, are wrth 1225 per acre. Irrigated
farm lands in the United 8tates are worth from $100 to $2,00 per

CROWN

New YorK Fashion Letter

New York. Nov. 17. As the boll-PINK AND RED
day seaiwn both for Thanksgiving and
Christmas advances upon us. one's attention Is turned to those gowns luat '
belong to the more festive occasions.
the evening drefs. the matinee gown,'
the dinner and afternoon rostunie and
possibly a traveling dross, for there
are many of us that are planning a
little ' Journey home to some friend's1
for the season of good cheer.
Kor the evening ilrms there
are
such numbers of silky diaphanous
that,
on
nuiterltil
the counters
one Is
puzzled' to decide which one to choose
pure
from. The
silk fabrics like all
their near relations that have n silk
mixture and finish arc extremely popular for evening dresses. Some of
those most appropriate are the new
pompadour printed crepes, silk voiles,
plalded crepes, figured chiffons and
fancy grenadines.
A pink Rrcsdnlnc made up over a
I'ink and red are the contrasting
pink lining was dtveloped by a very colors
. ....
that are effectively used in
r. . i . i . .i
i ..
i - ... , i
.i.,
'
stuaning hat. For this daring com- .T"
: ,intl,lon
the velvet Is the red, while
fh
tiii
v
K,
,h
we a faint pink, and the
woman
A body lining supports .L
h
bo
d
afe
full backs and fronts tuck shirred on
Tn
f n, hRt , Bwatned
u.e ..uuirr. ami i. e upeu
wltn vcvet wnlle the brlm s smooth
' '.V"1
,n"
Plain. This Is turned sharply up
"'.iand
u
j "
in the left front, where a big lunch
'
f tinted cherries rest.
The plumes
i, ... ... ,er
..
A drese-nfrock for the small wo,wu,
a.- Vw.
icr uncurled, one of lashlon's freaks
man of the house is modeled upon the a
iru.u
f()r
moment and droop over ,ne
popular Jumper lines, and yet Is giv- has an open effect.
The fulness of
off f tn bnc, Qf h fc
en a Bnday air. The combination the bodice is held in place by gathers
of colors used is unique and lovely. under a wide girdle whose frilled ends
To the old rose tone, which forms the separate both at back and front. Ver- the space
belag somebetween
chief hoe of the frock, is added a tical
at the hack of times ornameated with ribbon. The
deep wiie In the trimmings.
the sleeves throw the fulness above blouse Is gathered under a shallow
Herringbone cloth is the material Into the puffs. Gathering is also made girdle, and the fichu is attached unfrom which this pretty dress is made. aloag the seams. Bands covered with der it at the back the girdle is tied
The uaderwalst is batiste, aarrow and edgrd with lace finish the sleeves and falls In long ends. The skirt is
Valenciennes lace edging It.
The which are extremely short in length. fitted to the figure by small tucks
waist of the frock, the belt and the The five gored skirt is also tuck-shi- r
laid about the hips and back wane
hands, are outlined with a deep wine red at the top and is lengthened by the front is plaia giving a panel efcolored cord, and the plak is also a straight flounce with wide and
fect. The skirt Is made with a short
U the pretty enameled but-- row tucks at the lowtr edge, end train and the bottom is finished wii.i
tons'
where it Is attached to a deep hem, "blind" finished. No style
.
(ne g4irt tUe joining being followed is so productive of so many changes
GAME PLENTIFUL IN
becomiag to die
,v tucks la graduated and as it Is and so generally
STATE OF MISSOURI, intended for evening) wear there Is a average woman as the fichu, for it
this
model may be draped in such manner as to
Columbia, Miss., Nov. si. Since the short train, but if
opening of t'he game season ia this If one desired It could be arranged be becoming to almost any figure and
state very large numbers of duck, without any train and would be equal- whtn arraaged In the surplice fashion
geese, unlpe, plover and woodcock ly stylish, long white gloves were it Is much to lie commended to those
have been bagged. Huntsmen report worn with the costume. A pretty Idea who are seeking the above qualities
a more than usual large number of would be to have the girdle, shoulder and a mode capable of various changwild font this season. Deer nrp verv pieces .sud sleeve bonds of a contrast- - es.
plentiful as are also pruire chicken
A third and very effective costume
color.
A Prt;tty eveniag gown was made for evening wear was of black silk
and pheasants the open season on
P from printed pompadour crepe in voile made in princess style.
which commenced yesterday.
The top
There
are large anmhers of camping pnrties olive unl blue. The model employed of the gowa has neither stock or col-Ir- .r
was
new
fichu
one
of
modes that
yoke of eight rows or
the
between Spanish Lake and Coldwater
but has
ere Just now so fashionable. A body, lace edging joined vertically and comrreek and capital sport Is reported.
lining supports the blouse, which is ing high on the nock. There is a
Soothes Itching skin. Heals cuts gathered to a rouud yoke very shal- plain narrow effect down the front
or burns without a scar. Cures piles, low and cut low. The fulntss of the of the dress aad five tucks about an
eczema, ealt rheum, any itching. short sleeves is controlled by
s
inch and a Tiulf In width, beginning
Doan's
Ointment.
Your druesist
nt the inside while that at the below the yoke on each side of it, and
sells tt.
it
an
bock is
Inverted
falling unstitched to the bust. From
here the plaits or tucks are stitched
to below the hips, aarrowlng at the
waist line in princess effect and fall-lufree to the feet. Around the bot
tom of the skirt are nine tucks about
, ... ..
.... m
t
- . .tu n1 : .
In.u
in..
Mil 1111 11 1
hi? bic'- in a- iuu
of black thiffoa fiuished with ruffles
of lace edging above 11 j.luln cuff of
lace. The top of the b'jjice Is a very
attractive arrangement of chiffon and
a light variety of crochet lace, over
which about the edjjes of the joke
snd upon the tucks below It, are ap-pilqued motifs of black silk and mo--;
Atefi"-flowers, with
hair in large
foliage. These are elaborated with
embroideries aad come down upon
the bodice in points.
A very handsome skirt for dinner
wear was developed from Mue velvet
in one of the new tints that look as
though some brilliant light were shta,
nlng behind it. A feature of these
new velvets Is their great pliability
and suitableness
for drapiag. The
skirt was extremely plain and trala- ed and was made with a panel down
the front outlined with three narrow
tucks on each side, which were siiteh-- !
ed for a short distance dowa over the
hips to make them set well, from
which point they fell loose among the
folds of the dress which was constructed by a nine gore model. The
waist was built up on a silk body lln-- :
ing.
chiffoa was used for
tiie high standing collar and tucked
with little lace ruffles of lace on each
side of the front band. The fitted
bodice had a band of velvet brodade
'
to outline the
and pussementerie
tucker in rounded shape, below wnlch
fell a double bertha. The bertha as a
drapery passed over tho shoulder
while the sleeve itself had a full puff
at the top ornament D with and applied ia V outline across trie puff,
rtTii..n
."iiiiiiiiimniMii
' hiiiiim
iiwiiiii
iinilniilt mnni mi m
and the cuffs are formed or white
FRENCH SAILOK V1TH TA.M CROWN.
moire bands of passementerie aiif
The milliner who knows her l.usl- news 1b tho one wbo sees at a glauce
just what sort or a hat w ill best
become the woman she Is waiting upon. The
maker of hat
doesn't follow slavishly the fads aad
fancies of the moment. Her h3ts are
made with tho Idea of making a picture of tho wearer's face. The long-fea- t
arcd woman can't wear the same
kind of a liat us her sister wit U me
d
nose. The linle woman is
oa aboinlnutiou in the- hat that would
make the tall, slender woman a stunner. In Hpita ef the general Idea that
small ha'.s are the proi-t-thing for
tho present season, tin; most fashiou-ii-blmilliuers aie tluw who show
every style from ti e tiny toque to the
largo picture !.;.t
wiih HurTy
pluims.
tinThe model u
picture is a
French n.ulor Th.- b:im is of black
velvet, the tarn crown Is of brocade
if Gobelin tones
U neuili the biini,
Dlliag ap all the ugly hollows, are
'wo exquisite plume's of pastel tint.-- .

r
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acre.
Irrigated farm lands in Southern Alberta are worth just as mnch
or more than lands In Egypt and the United 8tate, hut the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company is selling them at from $18 to $26 per acr
for the purpose of Inducing settlement In their 3,000,000-ic- f
blook.
Irrigated farm lands sold by them three months ago at from $18
to $26 per acre are now being held by the purchasers at from $50 to
$75 per acre.
The difference between $18 and $2,000 Is worth while. If you ere
Interested In doubling and trebling your money within a few months.
you
are, drop a card to the address below and receive detailed inIf
formation. Including maps, literature, etc., fully describing the opportunity of the age.

The Canadian Pacilc Irrigation Colonization Go's., Ltd.
ROOM 31, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA
Dmpartnfmt, Irrlgmf Lmn4, Canadian PmalHa HaUwmr"

ba-d-

five-gore- d

box-plai- t.

three-quarter-

sea-soa- 's

all-ov-

s

For the face that Is still youthful
the new
hats are pretty
End becoming, but let the woman who,
though fair, is fat and forty, beware!
The glengerry hag been modified
and made Into a stuaning hat out of
French felt and satin. The outer rim
Is of a soft cream colored felt, while
the top is of black Batln, dented into
the dt-cgroeive.
At the back are
three short white plumes, which curl
gracefully over the hair.
The hat. to be worn correctly, must
be poked a bit raklshly toward the
nose by its pretty youag wearer.

Our Prices

.

Our Work

are right

is right

All Kinds

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

Shoulder end under-arn- t
seams as
well as a seam at the hack effect
the shaping aad the fronts hanf
straight from the shoulders while th
back Is fitted to the figure. The braid
that was used for trimming followed
the edges and also covered the straps
which crossed the shoulders and terminated a little above the bust. A
shawl collar finished the neck and
was edged with a section of tue braid.
The
regulation
coat
sleeves were la full length and aoco-ratewith a cuff that was trimmed
w ith braid.
The coat snould come to
Just a little below the waist line. Yvltb
this suit was worn a suede vesta.
The skirt was a smart design of the
seven-gorvarhty with the fulness at
the top controlled by pairs of back
ward turning plaits at each side, those
nearest the centre la front product.
ing the effect of a double
All the plaits were stitched to yoke
depth along the outer folds, nad pressed at the bottom where the measurement should be about five and a half
yards around. This skirt would be
a pretty make-uIn black broadcloth
to be worn with a velvet coat either
of the loose variety or in the dlrec-tir- e
mode, the latter being the most
fushionnble style.

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work
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Fads and Fashions
of the Smart

iSet

Ytry few people realize nit; imoi-ta- fluffy hair Is losing .th beauty, ir she
part diet plays in the care of can possibly do so, sho should connt

the hair.

women wuen they
find that their hair Is growing dry aad
harsh and turning gray, rush frantically to the hairdresser and allow
themselves to be persuaded Into taking a strenuous
course la "scalp
treatineiit" and tonickitig. That fall- :ag, the dye bottle comes out and an
unsightly mess of dull brown or black
locks is tlio result.
When, through Inattention or worry,
u woman nmis inai ner once blight,

Fasfoior&s

tip-tilte-

I

Most

.t
sult a
specialist. Tho
physician, finding tint the condition
of her mental and physical
health,
will prescribe the proper treatment,
especially ia the matter of diet.
Too much washing with borax
wateT means certain ruin to even tho
Huest heads of hair.
In order ti keen the imlr l,.ui, nl
thorough brushing
free from dust
should be glvea It everv nicht
nrt
before going to bed It shout, I ho
loosely braided
first-elas-

11

and
of the $Eiaart Set
Fo-d-s

t

i

'

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS, o

Era ates
'

I
NATlUNAt GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
DENVER, COLO-NO- V.
1906.
For above occasion ticket! will be aold for one far
plua $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springe and Pueblo-Dat- e
of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NEBRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one and
fare for round
trip. Ticketa on aale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days from
date of sale.
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS
CITY, MO.
NOV.
1906. Rate 130.75 for round trip. Tickets on sale Nov. 17.
18, 19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28.
This can be extended until
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of 11 at time of deposit.
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO,
1906. For the above occasion round trip ticketa will
DECEMBER
be sold at rate of $42.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, Inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Home
Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East.
r , A gent. Albuquerque
14-2-

11

iiBf

SIOUX INDIANS

ARRIVE
IN NEW YORK CITY.
New York. Nov. 17. Fifty Simi
Indians under the command of I'nief
Sweet Mouth have arrived here from

jy,

?4

one-thir-

n

TRANS-MISSISSIPP-

d

I

20-2-

3--

Gordon, Nebraska. There are forty-lou- r
young bucks who have sever
been away from the I'ine Kiilge
itgency and i accompanied by six
M)uaws tind heverul paruoses.
They
ie ti appear heie during Thanks-ivia- g
New Vorh. NIIV. 7. Will Hi,
sl(,w in
motor
week iJ u
car revolution eif fashion ut
trio iilpitodrome
rl,..
Ann ricau woman bat l t.i tinlPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
i'AZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to f the liar, in?
.mi.-Ke"inaid HmoUs 11,1111 W IK 1111
euro any case of Itching, lillnd, Illeel-m"" Knows no miiri
or i'rotrudiug Files In C to II
pteitily
i.n.-e,- j
woman, nas set the pact-iaya or Ji oney refunded. 50c.
At
the
reccst Vanderbilt cup rape the
o
If you want results in advertising, frit-iuof the young siMidy matron
it!t-by her headdress.
ir' an Kvnin:j Citizen want ad
She
J

-

-

.

1

throuKiiui the day a black
mask which covered her face, exposing only the eyes. I: was like reaching back to Constantinople.
.N't.w York, Nov. I
L'uiU r the Turki.-- h
laws of the
Mrs. 1'tu-- 1.
Koran the Turkish women still uidc .Martin, nf San Kn.m it o ihm..i.i
r
their faces behind such masks.
Strings of coins dangle from taeir t'harhs M. j. li i I:.--, "'w la inoiiru- heada, aa evidence of thilr wealth. F"11, w'iirs a veil uf Mack chiffon two
Mrs. lirtKiks had no such superfluous and one-haljar.l.s in length, u has
r iltieir-cl- i
display of riches, however.
i( ,. IihiiiI. headed
,y

Highland Rooming House

wore

r

f

I.

HEINDL,

Prop.

Rico Hotel and Bar

No. 111 Nortn First Street.
DINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietors.
Mack taffeta
11
uuiuwi i.siud of dull
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
' If is i;u r;
rfo tlu hack of tho hat
Meals
From 10 Centi Up. Lunches
ilruwn uown 10 me "air and thou
Put Up for Travelers.
New Building, New Furniture, Steam
l.roiiKlit l.irk to tho front and tied.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
Heat and Everything Connected
Her c"stuinc. id of a gray mixture
with deep
With the Place Brand New.
in fcimi'lt: tailor lines,
A Citizen Want
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
1 does tna work.
levers 'J'I cuff.' of Mack fllk.
MRS. M.

1

ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
JUST
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.

EVENING

ALBCQUERQUE

rouii.

CITIZEN.

SATURDAY.
'

1
before they go. The flowers you mean to send for their 17"
coffins, send to brighten and sweeten their homes before
they leave them. If my friends have alabaster boxes
f
PnblUbed Dally and Weekly.
laid away, full of fragrant perfumes of sympathy and
affection, which they intend to break over my dead body,
By The Citizen Publishing Company
I would rather they would bring them out In my weary
and troubled hours, and open them, that I may be reW. ft. STRICKLER,
W. T. McCREIGHT,
freshed and cheered by them while I need tnem. I would
'
PrMldmt.
BualaeM Manager.
rather have a plnln coffin without, a flower, a funeral
without an eulogy, than a life without the sweetness of
love
us learn to anoint our friends
and sympathy.
CIVILIZATION
beforehand for their burial. Post mortem kindness does
Thursday s issue of the San Francisco Chronicle tell not cheer the troubled spirit. Flowers on the coffin cast
wwm things about the recent election In that slate which no fragraneo backward over life's weary wny.
'Good Things to
make Interesting reading In New Mexico, especially In
In 1896 the United States exported 4i',,"4,029 pounds
view of the fact that the Chronicle was the paper which
n one occasion during the campaign opposed the of gontsklns valued at $10,304,395; In 19H6 the quantity
jointure of Aritona and New Mexico on the asserted had Increased to 111,079.391 pounds, valued at $31,773,969.
ground that our cvlllzatlon not only differs from and is This country Is now ransacking the whole world for the
raw material to make leather, and Is selling, not only
Inferior to that of Arizona, but that it Is
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
After reading the following from the Chronicle, the peo the finished products of leather, but shoes and articles
A SHIPMENT OF THIS SEAple ef this territory may well be glad that our clvlllza made from leather all over the globe. If there Is one
SON'S CROP OF NEW
tlon is certainly not of the California type. But here are product of New Mexico which does better and costs less
some of the things said by the Chronicle amongBt much than any other, it Is the goat, while to lt possible inSHELLED WALNUTS,
crease there seems to be actually no bounds. I.et the
more of the same kind:
SHELLED PECANS,
"Something In the nature of a sensation was sprung people of this territory abhor free trade democracy; deSHELLED ALMONDS,
upon the commission yesterday morning when Inspector mand that there be no reduction In tariff on wool, hides,
ALMONDS,
Thirty-third- ,
pelts, skins, sheep, cattle and goats; and continue to inWackenruder, of the Seventh precinct of tho
BRAZILS.
appeared In answer to a subpoena. The commission de- - crease their output In all these products.
PECANS,
had
explained
precinct
returned
why
this
ilred to have it
FILBERTS.
poll books without evidence of a single vote having been
Of the seats in the United tSates senate to be filled
IMPORTED CHESTNUTS,
oast. Wackenruder's only explanation to the Inquiry was by the legislatures which were elected November 6, fif
NATIVE CHESTNUTS,
CITRON,
$iat he had relied upon a college man who was ono of teen are now occupied by democrats. That party made
ORANGE PEEL,
flerks, and who he thought ought to know. It developed no Inroads upon the seats now filled by republicans, but
LEMON PEEL,
that both poll books were Wank. The commission de Actually lost eight out of the fifteen they were trying to
RAISINS.
eded to omit the precinct entirely from the count. Hos
says
Bryan
recent
election
Mr.
Yet
that the
CURRENTS.
ner gained 134 votes by this action.
shows "a trend in favor of the democratic party."
Thomas F. At
"In the Eighth of the Thlrty-Hoeonthey
ford and James Farrell. inspectors, explained that
XXXC0XXXXX000X3OCOOCXXXXX
WE ALSO HAVE JUST REeoold not understand why the blank after Hosmer's k
STONISHING STATISTICS
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT
returns
name had not been filled. In the
OF BULK PRESERVES. INitosmer received 87 votes. The commissioners decided 5
POOR'S RAILWAY MANUAL
CLUDING
that they had no authority to change the figures, eonse-- OCXCXVXXOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOi
quently Hosnier lost his entire vote In that precinct, in
STRAWBERPRESERVED
The introduction to "Poors Manual of Railronrt't
web of these cases It will take a tribunal to remedy the
RIES,
.errors of the election boards in the delinquent precincts. of the United States" for 1906, of which advanced
PRESERVED LOGAN BERErrors of some sort appear In nearly every one ol copies have been Issued In pamphlet form, presents the
RIES,
k ho fifty-twprecincts examined so far, and somo of usual interesting and valuable statistic mn.m.irzlng
PRESERVED RED CHER
itbem show the grossest stupidity on the part of the the showings made by the railroad
uf the
RIES,
adcountry
year
summoned
during
witnesses
publication
the
which tho
covers.
BLACKBERPRESERVED
flection boards. One of the
RIES,
mitted under oath that he did not know what tho poll In this Instance tho figures Include tha deta'1.4 of revenuo
RASPBERPRESERVED
Twiok was for, and another that in his precinct the officers and operation for the fiscal years ending In or up to
RIES,
had Blgned up all the books before a single mark had tne close or 190R, representing a total of I'15.6); miles
AND ARE SELLING THEM AT
the gross
been made In them. Between the errors of the machine of lines, although some roads only
THE UNIFORM PRICE OF
)ind; the carelessness of tho precinct officers It is doubtful earnings to the publishers of the rnn'ri.i', am! tno com
25c PER POUND.
it the true returns of the election can be arrived at, even parative figures. In which the res.ilrj for the year unprevl-jiider
consideration
yers
and
are
contest.
In case of a
contrasted.
'"In several cases it has been found that the total are based upon a mileage of 212,624 miles.
j
WE GUARANTEE THE QUALaggregate
In
tho
the roads represented showed dur
vote has been exceeded by the vote cast for several
ing 1905 total gross earnings amounting to $2,112,197,770,
ITY OF THESE GOODS AND
offices.
For Instance, in the Seventh of the Thirty-fiftTHEY WILL GIVE YOU SATthere was a total vote of 314. The total vole for presid- against $1,977,638,713 in 1904, a gain of 6.8 per cent
ISFACTION.
INCLUDE SOME
ing Justice of the appellate court was 328. It was dis- the latter being the result reported by roads having
WITH YOUR NEXT ORDER.
covered that the clerk who entered the vote for Judge 211,074 'miles of main track. The net, inclusive of
Cook had given him 199 instead of 99. By this little miscellaneous receipts, which latter item was $80,927.- 659 in 1905, against $81,357,891 the year before, was
flip of the pen Cook now has 100 votes too many."
in lUu, against $720,697,801 in 1004, an InDon't Forget Our Bakery
crease of $15,794,316, or 6.4 per cent. Total payments
GOOD FOR NEW MEXICO
are given as $644,516,133, compared with $627,977,878, or
jwiiethcr the Rio Grande Land, Power & Water coin-an- were. In other words, $16,358,000 greater than In 1904,
i
does or does not materialize, the following state- the Items, however Including $193,753,869 and
respectively making the Increase in the dividends
ments made to a New Mexican reporter by IX H. Anderson, editor of the Irrigation Age, makes Interesting paiil by the railroads of the country upon their capital
heading for the people of this territory:
stocks last year some $3,367,836. The surplus revenues
'One feature aboat Irrigation projects that may be after all payments, therefore; amounted to .$121,876,014
developed whether by federal or private control which last year, compared with $92,620,020 In the previous
"Good Things to Eat"
,
always makes them attractive is that they are always year, or 31 per cent. Considering that the improve
MAIL 0RDE8S FILLED THE SAME DAY
sure of a good market or a growing market for their pro- ment in business throughout the country and the con1HEY ARE RECEIVED.
ducts. New Mexico must eventually be looked upon as sequent expansion of railroad traffic were not fairly
the market for the mining districts throughout the great under way until after the middlo of the calendar year
foulhwest. It seems to me that the people here have- l05, these results are to be considered as very favor
able, and it Is practically certain that revenues, both
lut a faint conception of the markets which will be creby the development of mines at present unheard of. gross and net, as well as the amount paid In dividends
ted
t' Jew
.Mexico has the mineral wealth to develop and the upon the stocks
of , the companies . during 1906, will
I
world. New Mexico also' has- - the 1
open to
a niucn. greater
expansion than lu the precedIleld Which weddedthewith water will produce sufficient to aispiay
ing year. ) i ,
Aupply the present and the future demand for agriculIn view of the Immense exrnnsion in the business
'
'.
'.;
offering In the past two years and the complaints or
tural products.
"The class of people these Irrigation projects bring fears of a serious shortage in the transportation faciliia a locality is well illustrated bfcr the.Twin Fails tract ties available, this publication affords material for nn
ill Idaho.
There, 270,000 ucresj hav been reclaimed interesting comparison of the extent to which railroads
within two years and thousands! oV. ftoOd live farmers have added to their: equipment The compilation of the
iave located In that region frm very state ' In the returns In this respect shows the following amount of
some or ine men now 1u5.fi.ea jn wis nBuuu locomotives, passenger cars and freight cars on hm
Jnion.
their dairy farms back in Ilflnolg at $100 an at the end of the fiscal years 1905, 1904 and 1900:
Jcre and bought this new land with the water rights
1905
1904
1900
about $35 per acre. The Twin Falls land under
Locomotives
40,610
47,844
38,065
will produce under proper cultivation as much Passengers
30,777
26,786
29,205
10,552
ia one year as the high priced farms back east can in Baggage, mail, ete
8,209
10,417
In Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Missouri, Freight cars
Ave years.
1.757,105
1,691,427 1,350 258
Towa and the other great farming stales of the middle Total revenue curs
1.798,434
1,731.049 1,385,253
"Itbendt From this It will be seen that In the space of five
west $60 or $70 net a year per acre is considered a good
mtitfh tit
r
proposition, but out here in the west the irrigated land years the' number of revenue cars owned by the railwill produce from three to five times that much, and in roads of the country Increased by 413,181, or 29 pv
The flexible sol Ned Cros
ome instances ten times as much, and on cheaper land cent, while their mileage during that period lose from Shoe is
a b ic fror.i
at that. I know of three different farms on this Twin 192,161 miles to 212,624 miles, or 20 per cent. The numFalls tract that paid out absolutely with their first crops, ber of locomotives in service in the same five years the start.
even after accounting for the expenoe of clearing away also increased by 10,551, or about 27 per cent, the num
The burning and
the sagebrush and breaking up the grouud. What Is be- erical gain In this case being 10,551 engines of M class- caused by stiff
soles and the
Ik?
accomplished in New es. The necessity, however, for such an enormous ad
ing achieved In Idaho can
Mexico.
dition to motive power and equipment Is plainly dem- evils of thin solos are pre"New Mexico stands a good show of securing the onstrated by the fact that while the numler of pas- vented by the Red Cross.
It.
convention of the National Irrigation congress in 1908. sengers carried in 1900 was somo 584,695,000 and the enables a
woman
to
be
her
on
years
in succession and numbr of tons trasported In the same year was 1,071.131,- The northwest has had it two
feet for hours at a time with
California will have it next year. At Boise this year it 000 the records of tho year 1905. as compiled bv
was the Impression of those who are taking an active Messrs. Poor, show that the railroads transported 745,- - comfort.
interest In irrigation affairs that one of the cities In New 000,000 passengers and 1,478,000,000 tons of freight, or
Mexico was entitled to the meeting two years hence. gains of respectively 27 and 38 per cent. In the same A stylish
This territory was well represented at the convention time the gross and net earnings have increased 40 and shoe
that's
held In Boise and the delegates from this territory boost-e- d 41 per cent, respectively. Bradstreefs.
so well that there is little doubt but what the meetabsolutely
ing will come here in 1908."
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Our Clothing Is Union Made
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Look for the Union Label
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On Our Garments!
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We ask no more ior our clean, well maj Clothing
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than
othr stores ask for "Sweat Shop work.
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Cubing
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. .$1.75, $2.00, $2.60, $3.60
10. $12, $15, $18

$10, $15, $18, $20,

-

$5.50
$25
$25
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Clothing, Furnishings
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Rugs, Crockery, Glassware, Furniture

o

We carry a complete line
of the well known

:

ivarpen

h

Goods
They

are unquestionably
the best The new styles
we are receiving daily for
our Xmas trade are a revelation in beauty and design. Our installment plan

;

$188,-386,03- 3

Jaffa Grocery Co.

breaking in

No

9

needed

works to perfection.
'

a
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O. W. STRONG'S SONS

WILLIAM MclNTOSH. President

SOLOMON

LUNA,

House Furnishers

T. C. NEA0, Treasurer sod

Master

For the
Best Line of
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PROSPERITY OF COUNTRY
MUST BE DISTRIBUTED

NEW AGRICULTURAL DEPARTURE
According to press bulletin No. 118, Issued by the
a

are

8J0 miles of electric tiaciiou
lines, and yet the swam railroads of tho state have all
the business they tan handle, In spite, of tho growth of
the trolley. The same is true in all other parts of the
country. The Citizen believes that ih extension of the
Albuquerque street car line both up and down the val- ley, ror a reasonable distance, would pay the company

and largely benefit the city.

POST MORTEM KINDNESS
The following beautifully written thoughts on the
comparative value of appreciation manifested In life or
after death, bus been belected from a recent issue of The
Vjlanibiad, official organ of the Knights of Columbus:
I)o not keep the alabaster boxes of your love and
teudernefc sealed up until your friends are dead. Fill
tJy?lr lives
lih swetuess. Speak approving, cheering
wrds while their ears can hear them, and while their
hJrts can be thrilled and made happier by them; the
kiji things you nueuu to say wheu they are gone, say
-

I

The quiet announcement by the Pennsylvania railroad company of a ten per cen increase in the wages
of all its employes now receiving under $200 a month
is one of the most Important bits of industrial news
made public in a long lime.
Only 165,000 men are directly affected by it, and
only $12,0u.;oo H year is directly involved In it, but
buck of it lies a principle which ought to be close to
the heart of all business.
"The hoard takes this action," says the official
aiinouiieeine.il. -- by reason of ue increased eost of
living and the present great prosperiy of the country
In which ;he Pennsylvania railroad shares."
The country has grown accustomed t
statistics
of production, trade and profits in enormous figures;
ond we have called It prosperity.
.Hut for most people the signs of prosperity have
mostly been in the statistics.
Small part of any substantial prosperity has filtered down to the pockets
of wage earIiers.
The general ami enormous increase in cost of liv
inn has promptly absorbed whatever lucrt ase there
has been in wages, and, while the pay envelopes have
been a little latter on Saturday's than before, the
ixicket books have been just as flat on Friday nights.
It is decidedly unusual. and all the more gratifying because unusual, to sec as great a corporation us
the Pennsylvania railroad company voluntarily recognize that labor has us much right to fair profit
itself that while the great corporations aro amazing
the world with their stupendous profits, the men
whose skill ami fidelity j
service have made these
profits possible are entitled, too, to some share over
and above t'e actual eost of living.
The effects of the Pennsylvania's action will not
be limited to the HlG.ooo
directly affected and
ibe.$12.0.HMMI0 a year directly Involved ;. but the
of the action must widely extend among other
railroad companies and allied corporations.
An iiiino.mcement of Kl,ch action as Hits has im.re
meaning of real prosperity lor the people of this
country than has the announcement ,,r (l.e i,igKest dividend ever declared.

,.
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New Mexico college of agricultnre, some very important
work is to be undertaken by that Inntitutinn.
Professor
J. I. Tinsley, soil expert ut the
Park experiment
station, bus been appointed superintendent of farmers"
experiments, and will 8)eiid
institutes anad
the greater part of his time, during the coming year, in
active work In the territory. His duties will be to organize farmers' institute societies In the various funning
districts of the territory, to organize and superintend cooperative experiments and demonstrations in the especial interests of the several districts, and by personal investigation acquaint himself with the need, the possibilities and disadvantages of the many and i.iried farm
Ing sections of New Mexico.
This work, which may be made of absolutely incalculable advantage to New Mexico, will require for
best results tho expenditure of more money than the
present funds of the institution can supply. The hope Is
therefore very reasonably expressed that the l !jiliitiire
this winter will make an appropriation to supplement the
amount contribute! by the experiment station.
In Michigan there

comfortable

A'j.

Si,

RrJ

See Ours

RflclNTOSH HARDWARE CO
C. H. CARNES, O. D.

THE BEST IN TOWN

Scientific Optician

11 JS

3r U W ImSSMaV

Oj-- i

Per Gallon
$1.50
Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

Oxfords,
..fnKFi.'K
.'I
$3.50 and $;;.co
M '.
High Shoes,
$4.00 and $3.50
Let us fit you.

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM

(Ml

Colo.

SEE
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
121 West Railroad Ave.
Albuquerque
New Mexico

EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

M.

;

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and Jap-a-la408 W. Railroad Avon

B.K.ADAMS
hi3MiI

Red

We Keep It Up
We keep the quality of our bread
iff

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,
OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, 0. BAMBINI. PROPRIETOR.

COAL

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
$6.50

1

Funeral Director and Licensed

not only in mixing and baking, but
nJ "Uin
ako in takin? care
Phones co'SPliofalu
breadthe best
lf
the
want
You
Cornar Fifth and Railroad Avanua
youM have to use Balling $ rsread.

John

S.

Embalmer

III

WOOD

My merchant tailoring
nop lg upBIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
stairs over No. 209 Went Railroad avenue, where
FOR
$2.25 AND $2.75
solicit the patronage of
the public. All work g:uarauteea Hist-claa'g
have bad fifteen years' experience la the business. Suits madtt
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
502 SOUTH FiRST STREET.
repaired. The specific 1 use will not
injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
alao cleaned and walking skirts made
KEEP OUT THE COLD WINDS.
to order. Give me
trial.
SEE
HUDSON
FOR
WINDOW
O. BAMBINI
GLASS.

1.1

by using

c.

MERCHANT

92.

R.R.

Beaven

TICKETS
AND

Association Offlea
Transactions
Cuarantoao

rosekfieio's,

'

hbw.r.r.av8.

L. F. STUCKEL HAS HIS STAR
TIN SHOP LOCATED WITH RAA8E
4 MAUCER, 115 & 117 NORTH

F'RST STREET.

PIONEER BAKERY,

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

207 mouth
ELITE

THE
NEAR

tkt.

nsrar

ROOMING

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 118

Wtit Silver Avenue.

O. E. GALLOWAY.

Mn0er.

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
DRUG STORE.

TON'S

HOUSE

WAL- -

SATURDAY,

NOVEMBER

17,

'AlijDQUERQtJE ' EVENING CITIZEN

190.
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Where To THE

CHUNK Or REAL GOLD

A

Willi OS HUH. E
Brought in From the San Pedro Mining
District and Placed on Exhibition
at Bank of Commerce.

(iunttHiuHYUiantumi
R. W. Hadilon fcas Jnst

returned from Ihe San Pedro mining

dis-

trict, where he supervised a week's mill run or ore from the Gold
mine la the San Laiuras gulch.
The retort of gold, which he brought back with him and it Is a

111

WOMAN'S CLUB

Worship

rive,'

SOON ISSUE A NEWSPAPER

Immaculate Conception Church
Early mass at 7 a. m.
lJto mass and sermon. 7:30 a. m.
Evening service and conference

7:30 p. m.

Members of the Local Organization
Will Have Their Say in a Special
Edition Issued From This Office.

Methodist
Episcopal
Church On South Arno street. Morning. "A N'ew Heart."
Evealng, Evangelistic service. (). B.
Holllday, pustor.
Christian Science Services at 11 o'
Sunday morning at the Woman's club rooms. Commercial club
building, corner of Fourth street and
Gold avenue.

M

clock

i

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS

?.

The Albuquerque Woman's club will issue one number of The
Evening Citizen In the near future. The publication will be Interesting, not merely as a novelty but of real value as an advertising
medium for the city. There are plenty of precedents for this mothod
of club work and everywhere the results have been good.
The women of Albuquerque, and especially of the Women's club
have carried to successful termination evry enterprise undertaken
and it Is safo to predict that this venture Into the newspaper world
will be so exception.
The paper will contain a comprehensive view of Albuquerque in Y
all its phases Its climate. Its resources, Its enterprises and its at- ir
tractions for homeseekers and for capital, in short, it will be an v
Issue la which the progressive business man cannot afford to be left
out and thttt every one will wish his eastern friends to see.

Christian ChurctvNortheast corner
of Gold avenue and Broadway. Ernest
k. Crawford, minister.
weight nearly nine pounds, and will go close to l.OOn flae.
Sunday school, 10 a. m.
The value U $1,973.81. This specimen can be sen at the Hunk of
Mornlag worship, It o'clock.
Commerce.
8erraon subject, "Can the Great
Tlila property is owned by Messrs. Sherman Brown and William
Problem Be Solved?"
S. Strickter and J.
.Shorn of Milwaukee. Wis.; aad F. J. Otero,
Evening service at 7:30.
L Ilrooks of Albuquerque.
The superintendent cf the mine Is N. J. Strumquist, end the
First Presbyterian Church fnrnor
mill U In ehargn of C. S. Churchill.
of Fifth street and Sliver avenue,
Rer. Hugh A. Cooper, pastor.
services both morning and evening.
At 11 o'clock the pastor will sneak
on John 6:67. To whom shell we go?
ounject. a Dreadful Alternative."
DEPOSITIONS TAKEN
GALLUP IS SHORT
Evening subject. "God's Invitation
and Man's Excuse."
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
IN INDIAN CASE
Music by chorus choir.
OF L
j
Department of the Interior.
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
United
t
Young People's meeting at : 45.
States Land Office. Small Holding
Claim
public
No.
2999.
The
cordially Invited.
Following market letter and quotaAT
THE TESTIMONY IS FORV.ARDED TO
MORE MEN NEEDED
tions received by" F. J. Gruf & Co.,
MINES A NO A SHORTAGE OF
WASHINGTON FOR COURT OF
Santa
N. M., Oct. 19. 1306.
First
Fe,
Methodist
Episcopal
Church
Correspondents for Logan
Bryan,
COAL CARS.
CLAIMS REVIEW.
Rev. J. c. Rollins, D.D., pastor.
Notice is hereby given that the folloover their private wires:
wing-named
The Sunday school meets at 9:45.
claimant has filed notice
llus Mulholland, the expert well
BANK STATEMENT.
The taking of depositions In the Strangers
of his Intention to make finnl proof in
cordially invited.
driller &nd authority on oil and coal celebrated
Week ending Saturday, Nov. 17:
case Ol James
Latta
support oi ns claim uniir-- sections
morning worsnip at 11 a. m.. with
lands, of Gallup, N. M., came In on agaiust the United tSates government
Reserves Increase $3,885,300.
16
sermon by Rev. H. B. Hammond.
No. 2 this morning' for the purpose of and
less United States In- - (20 and 17 of the act of March a. 1891
Reserves
the Navajo Indians
before
State., 864.), as amended by the
Kpworth League meets at
meeting friends here and will remain Thomas K. D. Madison, notary public,
crease J3.399.825.
act of February 21. ISI'3 (27 Stats.,
tonight "Personal Evaneel- In the city over night. Mr. MulholLoans decrease $6,000,400.
was completed late yesterday after- Theme
470), and that said proof will bo made
land says:
Specie Increase $2,103,000.
noon and the testimony forwarded to lsm."
Evening service at 7:30. with ad- r. wuiuer, prooate cierk at
"Gallup Is in a specially prosper- Washington this morning, where It
Legala increase $714,300.
i"rlul"
Aiuuqiierque, N. M., on December 5
ous condition, all industries being will be reviewed by the court of dress by Rev. A. L. Shier on "The
Deposits decrease $4,274,000
iut, viz: Juan Garcia y Samora of
worked to capacity. We need more claims, when other testimony
Circulation Increase $812,800.
will Outlook in China."
uarpenter, N. M., for tho Tracts 1. 2,
In the morning the choir will sing.
cars In which to ship coal and probab- have been taken
in the east.
n
, secnon
19,
Township 11
ly could find work for at least 200
STOCK LETTER.
Ellsworth Ingalls, special United He Shall Come Down Like Snowers."
nurm, rtange b East.
more men at the mines. The Clarke-vlll- e States attorney in the hearing of In- by Dudley Buck.
New York, Nov. 17. Dick Bros.
ne names the following witnesses
in the evening, "Prepare Ye the Today's market opened generally
mine could use 75, the Rocky dian depredation claims against iue
prove Ms actual continuous ad
Cliff 60, the Otero 40 and the Union government, co.iducted the examina- Way of the Lord," by Garrett.
higher, particularly Union Pacific, io
Strangers cordially welcomed and which showed great activity and ad- verse possession of said tract for
25 more men than they now have, to tion on the part of the government
twenty years next preceding the sur
the public invited.
Kood advantage.
vanced throughout the day, closing at vey or
and the Indians.
Attorney William
the township, viz: Francisco,
top
a
gain
with
nenrly
the
four
appeareu
of
H.
Washington,
Robcsou,
of
,
obliga-lonsCongregational Church On Broad
Owing to certain business
ieonara skinner, J. M. Skinpolnt.
W.
for
II.
Hulvoy,
claimant.
of
the
way,
ner and Marcelino Crespln, all of Carat the east end of fbp viaduct,
Gov. B. S. Stover, one of the Chicago,
A good deal of rront taking was
looking
has
the
after
Rev.
penter,
J. W. Barron, nastor.
N. M.
local delegates appointed to the trans. Interests
la evidence during the first hour In
of Mr. i.auii xr the matter.
Sunday school at 9:45.
Any person who desires to protest
Mississippi congress, which convenes
as
such
Reading,
stocks
I'aul
and
who
St.
Witnesses
the
'testified
for
Moraine service at 11 o'clock. Tonic
against the allowance of said proof,
at Kansas City on next Monday, stat- claimant are
Jose B. Montoya, John of. sermon. "The Rich Man and the Northern Pacific, but stocks were well or who snows or any substantial
ed this afternoon that he would be un- Nagller
rea
publishing
taken
and
the
tho
of
George
after
They
and
Schuster.
Poor Man In This World and the
8on under the laws and regulations
able to attend. He thought, however, are
luink
good
rally
a
statement
took
(i.
R.
all
cattlemen.
Mannon,
of
Next." Music as follows:
of the interior department why sticb
that Hon. H. B. Fergusson and George Iguna,
place, carrying
general list up lo proof should
and Clark M. Carr and Geo. Organ Prelude "VVrset"
A root, other delegates
appointed to L.
not be allowed will be
Batiste about the best the
Amalgatho
day,
of
Brooks,
of
Albuquerque,
were
also
Holy Temple.
given an opportunity at the above- represent Bernalillo county, would at
Copper
linmated
Union
Pacific
clolmant's
witnesses.
aad
Anthem "O Jesus Thou Art Stand- mentioned time and place to cross-ex- tend the congress.
ing especially strong.
The alleged depredations of the In1DS
amine the witnesses of said claimant,
Shepard
-,
729.700,Total
stocks,
sales,
IF YOU WANT TO ENJOY A dians occurred between 1882 and 1891.
Quartet.
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
GOOD SUNDAY
DINNER, GO TO The case has been given wide pub- Offertory "Commualon"
mat Rutimitted by claimant.
Batiste
NEW YORK STOCKS.
THE ZEIGER'S CAFE RESTAUR- licity in the past.
Solo "The Kine of Love Mv Shn.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ANT TOMORROW.
ONLY FIFTY
135V4
hPrd Is"
Register.
Gounod American Sugar
Amalgamated
Copper
114
CENTS.
Mrs. A. G. Harrison.
SHERIFF DEPARTS
SHORT LOCAL
American Smelters
Organ Prelude March.
TIv
...15
GRAND OPENING.
44
Evening service at 7:30. The pas- American Car Foundry
Saturday atternoon and eveninp
ALL PRINTS, 6c YARD; 10 YDS.
common
Atchison
100
tor will commence a series of four
ft November 17th, at 817 South Second
FRUIT OF LOOM BLEACHED MUS278
street, formerly the Fracaroio place,
W1THJ0UR FELONS brief lectures on the topic "The Ap- Anaconda
LIN, 75cJ YARD-WIDBLACK 8ILK,
peal of a Great Philosopher For a nun Baltimore & Ohio
120ft rTee luncn and music. A. Wegold
89c. SEE STORE NEWS AT YOUR
Brooklyn
Rapid
79
Away Slave." Taken from the book
Transit
proprietor.
OF
SESSION
DOOR FOR OTHER INTERESTING NIGHT
COUNTY of Philemon.
179
Canadian Pacific
. COURT TO DISPOSE OF CRIMSTORE NEVS.
too- .
Colorado Fuel
ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
A cordial invitation given to ail.
- . "LION STORE."
INAL BUSINESS.
Chicago Great. Western ... , .i...
. . 17
tint ad and take no other.
44
oipti.i unurcn Lad Avenue Krle common
A BETTER
Sheriff Armijo, of Bernalillo county, and Broadway.
CHICKEN DINNER
IF YOU ARE TIRED OF THE
Sunday school at 9:00 Ix)ulsvllle& Nashville
145 Vi
EVER
YOU
Deputy
THAN
ATE, AT THE and
J. A. Montoya, departed a. m., J. A. Hammond, superintendent. Missouri Pacific
94ft SAME OLD THING FOR SUNDAY
COLUMBUS HOTEL TOMORROW.
for Santa Fe this morning with four
'.
Public worship at 11a. m. and 7:30 Mexican Central
DINNER, TRY THE COLUMBUS HO
23
prisoners whom they are taking to
P. m., with sermons by the pastor J. NatL.onal Lead
YOU WONT
76V4 TEL TOMORROW.
TONIGHT1
TONIGHT! TONIGHTI territorial penitentiary. They are: the W.
T. McNiel.
BE DISAPPOINTED.
New York Central
;,.,130
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
Ira n. Ritter, sentenced to a year
Young People's meeting
47
...
at
:45 Ontario &. Western
ELEPHANT.
and a.' half for larceny from a ware- p. m.
Pennsylvania
unu.
(k'orge
house;
Houston, rorglng a railMORNING SERVICE.
Reading
GOOD
........148
at
road pans, one year; Jose Baca, steal- Organ Prelude Adlgio Xo. 2 Op. 258
,
Rock Island common
21
ing cattle, five years; Frank Thomp95
Volckmaa Southern Pacific
WHITE
son, larceny from the person of one Anthem "Sing Alleluia
:
182
St. Paul
Forth"....
Baca, six months.
Railway
Southern
34V
Dudley
Buck
MINERS,
All of the above prisoners, with the
Prof. J N. Cadbv. Miss Hale
Union Pacific
189V4
exception of Baca, were sentenced last Mesdames Halo and Hollenbaugh,
United
48
States
Steel
night when the first night session of
Sololstn.
uniieu states steel prciurmr. . . luott iir
the Bernalillo county court In years Offertory
ages ?j.uu per day, Wl th
26
Ed. Lo Malgre Green Coss. ,
was held for the purpose of clearing Postlude Pomp and Circumstance
Shannon
up the criminal cases.
1SS
Edward Ligar California & Arizona
The court, which convened at 7:30
EVENING SERVICE
North Butte
112
per day. Apply to
o clock, was in session until 11 o'clock. Organ Prelude
20
D'Evry Nevada Con
Most of the time was consumed in Offertory MelodyMeditation... Margre
Coal
Butte
36
Lo
hearing motions for a new trial and Solo "Hold Thou My Hand"..Hriggs
May cotton
$10.51
motions in arrest of judgment 'by
Prof. J. N. Cadby.
counsel for the convicted prisoners.
Male Quartette
City
Live
Kansas
Hlllsboro, N. M.
Stock.
Selected
Punishment was also meted out to Messrs. McNiel, Palmer, Cadbv
uiiy, isov. 17. Cattle re
iansa
arm
Ed Mitchell, convicted of larceny from
ceipts. 2.000. including 100 southerns;
Collister.
the person, sentenced to serve two Organ Postlude Marche Solfnnelle
market steady. Native steers $4.00j
months in the county jail.
southern
steers $3.005.25:
Boot and shoemaker. Custom work
Lo Malgre 6.75;
G. W. Mosher, convicted of forgery,
southern cows $2.00(3.25, native cows to order. Repairing a specialty. Prices
Rosa Futrelle Gideon, Organist.
fined $300, which will be served out
and heifers $2.00 5.25; southern cows reasonable; satisfaction guaranteed.
In the county Jail, unless paid, at an
$2.00fj,3.25; stockers nnd feeders $2.60
GRAND
103 North First 8treet
allowance of $1 per day.
i4.65;
$2.25'3.85;
bulls
calves.
Milton Wilcox, convicted of obtain$2.756.75; western steers $3.60
ing money under false pretenses, the
flONtCK BAH.KRY
5.23; western cows $2.254i'4.00.
same.
WHILE YOU DINE
Sheep receipts none, market noml- SIMON BALLINQ, Proprietor
Juan Rey Rode!, the Indian who
nally steady.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Muttons $4.f05.60;
wag convicted of flourishing a deadly
lambs $.V5otj 7.25: range wethers $4.25
weapon at Isleta, was sentenced to
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
During dinner at the Alvarado to- (ri C.I'O; (Vd Pwe8 $4.00(g 5.2."i.
two years In the penitentiary, but his morrow, between 6 and 8 o'clock p.
patronage and we guar- We
desire
Chicago Live Stock.
sentence was suspended during good m., the Prof. Di Mauro orchestra will
antee first class baking.
Chicago, Nov. 17. Cattle receipts,
behavior.
render the following excellent musi.100; market steady.
An appeal in the case of Ira Hitter cal program :
Beeves $3.90W 207 South First 8treet. Albuquerque
will probably be taken to the supreme "On the Riviera" Overture
7.3': cows snd heirers $1.80ig!4.9O;
court. Attorney Heaeoe.i, his counR, Gruenwald calves $5.00$f 7.7.1 ; Blockers and feeders $''.60 iff 4.55.
sel. Btated that a bond will be filed in "The Night Before" March and
THE CELEBRATED
Two-ste2,000. Market (steady.
the sum of 750.
Lester W. Keith SheSheep receipts
ep $:(.() (ft 5.70; yearlings $5.60fl
"Forest Echoes" Waltzes
liiml.s S4.r0(Tf 5.70.
A. L, Maresh
MYER FACES
t'l-Somnumbule Funtaisle"
Grain and Produce.
J. B. Slngelee, op. o!
Chicago. Nov. 17. Closing quota- "The Bucking Broncho" Two-stelions:
CONSPIRACY CHARGE
Robert A. Hellard
Wheal Dec. To'ic; May
".Serenade"
A. K. Tltl
Coin Dec. 42c; May 43c.
"The Chimes of Corneville" Selec- Oats Mic 34'4c; May 35c.
YOUNG LAS VEGAN
tln
AGAIN INR. Planquette
Pork Ja. $14
May $14.5Lvfc.
DICTED IN CONNECTION WITH
"Falling Spray" Valse Caprice
Bottled in Bond
Laid Jan. IS. 47: May $8.42.
ENGINE "DOPING."
W. Alettcr
(!.".":
7.
$7.
.May
li.'.'fi
$7.77.
"The Poll" .March and Two-step- ..
.1.
Myer, of I.a.s Vegas, has
Botdinleln
Money Market.
l)e'ii indicted hy the fe.hial grand "Melody of Love" Victor H.G. Eiigeimann
Ne.v Yolk. Nov. 17. Money on call,
Jury for conspiracy in connection with "Viola" Waltzes
L. V. Gusiin nominal: no loans. Prime
mercantile
Distillers.
certain nefarious work done by John "Dolly Madison" March and Two- '
r i;ffi
j
cent; silver 71c.
'
King and his accomplices.
King is
KY
KKANKFORT.
Walter
fc'P
O.
Wilmarth
now serving a term la the territorial
Metal Market.
penitentiary at San'a Fo lor putting
Nia York, Nov. 17. Copp-md
emory dust n the oil cups of Santa
nil i'ii t unchanged.
MELINI & EAKIN
Fe locomotives during the machinists'
strike.
Spelter.
Sole Agents
Myer was arrested and taken
Si. Loiii. Nov. 1- 7- Sn lier weak,
Albuquerque, N. M.
the United States commissioner some
Automatic Phone, 199
months ago on a similar charge, but
the commissioner refused to hold him FOR TEN DAYS AND TEN DAYS
We do it right. ROUGH DRY. Im- upon the evidence. He hat. ecn In
ONLY.
PtI:i! Liiimdry Co
Vegas under bond to the terris
torial grand jury ever since.
WALTER'S BAKERS
CHOCOAt l.aa Vegas Myer is In the employ
LATE
35c
or the Adlon Iron works.
Is u 7 CANS STANDARD
CORN
50c
Gold Cr .wns $6
young man, and aside from Hehis al- 6 CANS CHAMPION PEAS
50c
leged connection with the "doping" of WALTER'S BAKERS
COCOA... 25c
c LD FILLtKCS SI.S0 AND IP. Bridge Wk, Porcelain
engines, has never been in trouble be- EXTRA STANDARD CAN
FRUIT 15c
ln'
fore in his life, it la said. His recent IMPORTED
ad Paislets fxtrattios. All Woth GuariHttcd
FRENCH
SARindictment by the federal grand Jury
DINES, 2 FOR
25c
is regarded as significant, however.
KARO SYRUP
10c
Uil L Ci Lil Villi
Whiting Building
3
TOO LATE FOR CL.:-- IFICATION. 1 POUNDS FANCY HEAD RICE 25c
LARGE
BOTTLE
KETCHUP.. 15c
see for

at Reasonable prices
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OUR

RUG DEPARTMENT Is a revelation to these whe
visit It because of th great variety of Domestic Rua
from the best looms.
;
s
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FA BE R

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0
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. Staab Building
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To All Our Old Customers

;

t

And the Public In General

r

WE

Ix-e-

ft

ARE

GLAD

THE VANN

i
i

TO

ANNOUNCE

THAT WE HAVE IN STOCK THE
BEST LINE OF JEWELRY, CUT
GLASS
AND SILVERWARE
WE
HAVE HAD 8INCE WE WERE BUR.
GLARI2ED FOUR YEARS AGO. WE
HAVE MADE OUR JEWELRY DEPARTMENT OUT OF ROOM THAT
WAS OCCUPIED BY MERE RUB
BISH WHEN WE LEASED OUR
PRESENT LOCATION, THEREFORE
OUR
RENT
IS
PRACTICALLY
NOTHING. WE CAN AND WILL
SELL THESE LINES AT PRICES
THAT CANNOT BE MET BY OTHER
HOUSES AND WE ASK YOU TO
CALL AND INSPECT OUR STOCK:
WE WILL GLADLY LAY AWAY ANY
ARTICLE SELECTED UNTIL THE
CUSTOMER NEEDS IT.
YOURS FOR BUSINESS,

'
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DAY OR
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AWP

I

Our
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:
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Unheard of in its
values; ask those
who've attended.

78-,'s-

Only In Use Two

New and

Ths telephone makea the
duties lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.

O. P. o.
WHISKEY

--

SALE

Second-han-

hns.

lnir- -

ALL

KINDS

X

IN

YOUR

HOME

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. LEADING

c.
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
DRUGGISTS--

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH
J

j Set Teeth $8.

Hay,

i

3l7-3i- e

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPL
A NO
CLUB ROOMS

y

T. Johnson)

mouth Third

trat

New and
Furniture and House Furnishing Goods. Furniture Repairing and Upholstering a
Specialty. Mattresses Made Over. AH Work
Second-Han- d

Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGE
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 Nortii First Street.
goth Phones.

West Railroad Avenue

(Successor to Joseph

V

F. PALMER
J.
Grain,

20

BARNETT. Ptop'r.

Finest Whiskies

CHARLES L. KEPPELER

EVAPORATED

FRUIT PER LB..
BEST LAUNDRY SOAP SEVEN

10c
avenue.
iii'.
FOR RENT Large rooms" furnished,
CAKES
25c
modern house; no invalids nor 1 GAL. IMPORTED
oLIVE OIL S2.60
housekeepers taken. Gentlempn pre.
HEADQUARTERS
HAY.1
FOR
terred. 713 West Sliver avenue.
GRAIN. GROCERIES. PRODUCE AND
FRESH
FRUITS.
YOURS
FOR
TAKING-FR- EE
THE
LUNCH AT THE WHITE
J. F. PALMER.
501 North First Street.

preserve your
health, prolongs your life an
protects your home.

;

We're too busy

KOK

telephone

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

$ti.-J-

yourself.

117 Gold Avenue

Th

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

r

to particularize; so
you just come and

Ranges

d

Convenience - Comfort - Security

r

CASH

Second-han-

Condition

t

Months-Perfec-

BORRADAILE & GO..

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

A Howling
Success...

Rosenwald

MAY, Manager,

32;

I

U,

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER

iNClT

J.

,:

Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico

.

P. MATTEUCCf

Ninety
Nine
Cent
Sale

S,

j.

,

of the Albuquerque Business College

U3i.aIU.vJ..J..
iisw
e"""'" uiwm.uu
J.

...

Spanish

Write of call for full
information.

WANTED!

..

LAW

SPELLING '
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING

i

ATTEND

,

COMMERCIAL

-

?.......

We offer thorough
courses In
:
BOOKKEEPING
ENGLI8H i '
BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE

mi

"

ft

JEWELRY

If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the

E

ft
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ROOSEVELT

HAS A NEW

AGAIN SAID

HICISOCIETY

PRIlISS

10 THIRD

tural department w,'r' witnessed by
many members of the urmy and navy
All week
nd of the diplomatic set.
Ion gstreams of carriages and automobiles dashed up to the
and deposited hosts of Washington's
chivalry and beauty who came to do
honor to the tall, flaunting chrysanthemum beauties whose fave lias
spread throughout the country. There
Is a sharp rivalry, bo it known, between the propagating gardens and
the agricultural department In this
floral display and the approbatloa ot
the visitors is eagrly sought. Last
year some wag placed a bugo black
paper chrysanthemum on a plant Just
beyond the reach ot the curious spec-tato- rs
of the agricultural exhlb t. and
labeled it the tiold Dust Twin." Visitors came ami marvelled at the sight
and agriculture was about to get away
with tbe honors of the floral exhibit
of the year, when some mean jiplrit
Rave the hoax away, and the propagating gardens' exhibit lifted nil lis
head again.
The JapancM' ambassador, Viseoiirt
Aokl, who was among tho first
to
visit the flowers tills year, said tlmt
country
bad he seen
not even in Ms
ranr bloome. A magnificent biin.unl.
was sent down to the battleship
Louisiana for Mrs. Roosevelt's suite.
When in the city, she never fans to
visit the
and of course,
one of the most beautiful varltties is
r.
named for h
Some time ago it was announced
that Prince Francis of Teck, brother
of the princess of Wales, and a cousin to the late Queen Victoria, intended to come ever to this country, and,
if pleased, to bestow his hanad in return for some fair maid's fortune,
but now it Is stated that he has

NOTES

HON

Remains Adamant Against All A Young Lady Born at Las Special Correspondent Gives
Solicitation to Accept NomVegas Is to Marry King
Latest Gossip in Capital
Term.
For
Another
ination
For Citizen Readers.
Edward's Nephew.
Washington. Nov

17.

inter-

Much

Alarjorie Manners, betrothed

est attacfaes to a. story hlch Is going wlfo of Prince Arthur of Connnught,
the rounds about an InfomiBl confer- nephew of King Kdward and grandence ai tbe white house Just before son of Queen Victoria, was born in a
Vegas, N. M., twenty-threthe president started for ranamn.. At tent in
years ago.
this conference, so the report goes,
Mr. Roosevelt made It plain that
Captain John Manners, of ihe
army, now the ruke of Rutland,
tinder no circumstances could he be
induced to accept a renoininatlnn for was at that time In poor health. He
obtained a furlough and went to the
the presidency
K is truo then,- U nothing new lu dry climate of New Mexico to recuperHe was acthe fact that Mr. Koosevelt has de- ate his falling strength.
clared himself out of the running, but companied by his wife, who is redespite his repeated declarations the membered in I jib Vegas as a beautiful
Roosevelt talk has refused to die out. woman of most charming and simple
As a refluK of the rereut election, manners. Unlike most English
Captain and Mrs. Manners
some peoplo have held that Mr. Roosevelt's onilnatk)n was imperatively de- did not travel with a retinue of sere

Kng-lls-

h

health-seeker-

manded, while others have believed
the election removed any possibility of
Bitch a, course becoming necessary.
Mr. Roosevelt made it apparent at the
whito bouse conference that the latter view la held by him, and tho gentlemen who were present have accepted the situation and have relinquished
ail thought of "four years more or
Ifioosevelt
In dUcutring the matter Air. Roosevelt aai.l tnat while he appreciated the
compliment implied in the proposal
tiat in be candidate to succeed him.
self. ;and realised .that it was made
4a good spirit, his conclusion to re'en ot his present term
tire
ras irrevocable. He thoroughly subscribed, hi 'said, to the
tradition 'that the president ot the
United SUtes should sot serve more
taan two terms, and repeated his former declaration that Jta regarded his
indent- ttMm aa bla second.
MojInteresting, however, 'was the
frankness with which' Mr.' Rooaoveit
discussed other motives prompting
li'm to retirement.' Insofar as fame
xths concerned, be said,' he was certain he could achieve no more than he
Juul already acquired, and that there
vrixg. tiie chance that tbe popular esteem he now enjoyed might reach the
vanishing point, as was the case with
resident Cleveland before he had
.completed hi second term.
From frankness of this kind there
is no escape, and, so his hearers say,
there was in the president's tone a
Mncerlty that left no doubt of his first
conviction.

t

at-the

time-honore- d

;

liv-In- g
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Tariff Revision Again.

Senator Shelby N. Cullom. of Illinois, got a quick rise when he showed
up In Washington the other day as an
Public
advocate of, tariff revision.
sentiment .as Senator Cullom had
found it, demanded a readjustment of
the schedule:, and the senator favored
the calling f an extra session of congress Immediately after adjournment
on March 4 next, to undertake the
.

work.

Senators Barrows, of Aiichlgan, and
who arrived in
town just in time to read Senator
interview .in the newspapers,
were quickly to the trout with declara
lions that they bad found no considerable sentiment denim. ding tariff legislation. They agreed with Senator Cullom that if the thing had to be dons
tbe proper time would be at an extra
session of the sixtieth congress, following adjournment ot the
congress next March, but tbx?y did not
agree there existed any i.ecessity of
undertaking traift legislatiou.
It la very evident that the tariff is
going to be a burning issue when
congress convenes early next month.
A, good many
and representa
tives, meeting tr.o exigencies of a cam"
F'ulton, of Oregon,

Cul-lom- 's

fifty-nint-

.wi

i

.

vants. In fact, they were unaccompanied by any person.
Tho first thing Captain Manners did
when he reached Las Vegas was to
buy an ordinary camping tent which
he put up with his own hands on a
vacnnt lot noar the old Montezuma
hotel. The tent was furnished with
cots and a few rough cooking utensils
and a dry goods box for a table There
the couple lived for several .months.
It was in this tent that a pretty girl
baby was born. It was a cold, stormy
day, the 20lh of December, that marked the event.' In those, days Las
Vegns still possessed the rough, hospitable spirit of the west.
The Manners baby was the talk of tbe town.
It was the pet of the men and the
adored one of the women.
She was
a beautiful little bit of humanity.
The proud mother and tho precious
baby were showered with attentions.
The fact that the piercing wind which
blew over the mesa crept through the
tent and over the cot where the
mother and the precious babe were
lying awakened a fear that the exposure might nof be good for them.
But they thrived under the Influence
of the pure air.
She Nursed the Baby Princess.
Old Juanlla Rergo, the Mexlcun woman who nursed Mrs. Manners
through that trying period, Is mill
in Las Vegas.
"Do I rememler Captain Manners'
baby?'' she repeated when questioned
the other day. "To be sure I do.
Was it not the most beautiful baby
ever born in Las Vegas. Did anyone
ever see such eyes of blue, such pink
cheeks and such glistening, golden
hair? And did I not hold her at the
christening? You say her name la
Majorio Manners. Well, perhaps you
are right, but as I remember it her
name as given at the christening was
Margarita Manners.
So the little
darling, the Bonlta muchatha is going
to be married!
And to a prince
think of that! She is fit to be a princess. Perhaps she will come hack to
Las Vegas some, time the place
where she was born! If so, I would
like to see her very much.
"Sho must be very beautiful, but so
young she is to marry. Twenty-thre- e
years old. you say! Mio Bios, can it
e possible? Was it that long ago
that I held the wee, precious babe in
my arms and cooed over her in my
Spanish tongue? And Captain Manners. Was he not the proudest senor
In New Mexico. And the beautiful
senora!
How she worshipped that
babe. So little Margarita is going to
years ago
be married. Twenty-threhow old I must I.e. But it is the
will of God."
Captain Manirrs made many warm
friends (luring the time that he lived
in New Mexico. His quiet, unassuming ways attracted the people to him,
and when he and Mrs. Manners and
uaoy leit ior me r nome in Kne- '"na V" ,wero K'von Pressing invita- -

h

e

they would advocate tariff revision
when they got back to Washington,
and they are going to have to make
good. Souie of their voices may not
ne very loud or very long, but they
will have to line up with the revisionists, thin strengthening the revision
forces. Just how much of a figure the
revisionists will be ablo to cut will
depend in no small degree on what the
president saya about tariff in big forthcoming message. The message, there"
fore, is awaited with great Interest by
all who are Interested In tho question
of tariff,' whether they be for or
against revision.

Another Lucky Rough Rider.
Another rough rider. It is said, is
to have an Important place under the
Koosexelt administration. The lucky
nan s A. F. Mclllhenny, of New Orleans, who in addition to having been
a rough rider, is a warm personal
friend of Mr. Roosevelt.
The place
a'd to have been reserved for him is
that of cl'ii service commissioner, as
tho successor of Alfred W. Cooley,
who la to be transferred to the department of Justice. Official Washington
is wondering If Mr. Mclllhenny is the
last of the rough riders unprovided
with a place in tne public service. It
was thought some time ago that all of
them h1 been provided for.
Cut tliis out and take it to any drug
s
t.tor. and yvt a free sample of
Stomach and Liver Tablets.
For i iliousnens and constipation they
:trr i.iK";'i?lc(!. Tney improve tne ai- I'HIH'. Mivnglhen tho dlerstiou uud
- the i'er and bowels.
Chani-berlnin'-

", make
their new

u

""
prolonged

a
friends.
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Sixty Weeks for $1.75. .
lKjn't put off until tomorrow the
matter of subscribing for THK
YOUTH'S COMPANION.
Tho publishers offer to send to every new
subscriber for 1907 who at once remits the subscription price, J 1.75, all
the issues for tbe remaining weeks of
iub tree.
The Issues will contain nearly 50
complete stories, besides the opening
chapters of Hamlin Garland's serial,
"The Long Trail" all In addition to
the 62 issues ot 1907.
Whatever your age, six, sixteen or
sixty, you will find THhJ COMPANION to be your paper.
It touches
every worthy Interest in life every
Interest that promotes cherfulness,
develops character, enlarges tho understanding and Instils Ideas of true
patriotism.
Full illustrated Announcement of
THE COMPANION for 1907 will be
sent to any address free with sample
copies of the paper.
New subscribers will receive a gift
of THE COMPANION'S
ear
Four-Hanging Calendar for 1907. lithographed in twelve colors and gold.
Subscribers who get new subscriptions will receive jl6,2i)U.0ti in cash
and many other special awards. Send
for Informal ion.
THK YOUTH'S COMPANION'.
114 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mum
A Citizen Waut ad does tbe work

And many other painful and serious

oilmpntc f rnrti ivIiirVi mnct mntlir-rsuffer, can be avoided by the use cf
lYiOiDEi
nicuB.
i nis creai remeay
to women, carrying
is a God-sen-

mmm

d

them through their irost critical
ordeal with safety and no pain.
No woman who uses ''Mother's Frlecl" need fear the suffering
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, aud leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
aud
also he ir.hy,
good n u i :ed. Our book

llTlil'S

"Motherhood," is worth
its weitrht in :old to every
vomau, and will be sent free in plaiu
envelop; by addressir r a, '" ntion to
Cr jd(ic!-- Ccqulator Co. Ai. - ..ta,Ga.
-

J

Mads Happy For Life.
Great happiness came Into the hom
of S. C. Blair, school superintendent,
at St. Albans, W. Va., when .his little
daughter was restored
rrom the
dreadful complaint he names. He says:
"My little daughter had St. Vitus
dance, which yielded to no treatment
but grew steadily worse until as a last
resort we tried Electric Bitters; am- - I
rejoice to say three bottles effected a
complete cure." Quick, sure cure ior
nervous complaints, general dobllity,
female
weaknesses,
impoverished
blood ami malaria. Guaranteed by all
Price 50c.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
CREAD and take no .ther.

KREAM

price-cuttin-

ar

Ladies' fine ribbed Vests. nlee
40 cents, now 25 cents.

4, 6, S

An excellent Muslin, 36 inches
prlce 10 cents yard, during sale T
Ladies' pure silk elbow lengta
taffeta fleeced elbow length Gloves

wide regu&ir
cents yard.
and also Bilk
regular prise

during

sale.

250

ilankets in all

big

3,000 yards of Torchon Laces, Just arrived
very handsome patterns worth up to 15 cents a
yard, go at choice G Cents yard.
--

1,000 pairs sofaool

hose for ghie and
boys, hecvy ribbed reanlesB, sillr

otton

blankets
from r0c upward.
Wool blankets

a"

colors,

to

$2.50

flash, black and
tan. The Leader,
our regular 29e
seller, during sale
2 pairs for 25c.

$7.50. Hath roots.
All colors.

HAVE

IH

A LITTLE

J. D. Eaklfl. President.
O. Gioml, Vice President

frrT.
Consolidated Liquor Company

I

T inr

GET YOUR PENCIL AND FIGURE
ON THIS PROPOSITION A
FEW MINUTES.
We have over 1,200 acres of placer
land.

60,000,-OOucubi-

W

c

OVER COAT UHUNTfiE-ATHEISWirlTRY IT HAKES

f

In
mttt f$tldloas tarfck
cmplualflt tb

elo

Take your pencil and figure this
it will surprise you.

ockeJned9par1deBr6Wer1

ID,

VUI,

OF OPERATION.
This entire tract can be easily
handled with placer credgers.
PLAN

The first year of operation will be
with one dredger.

INTERNATIONAL

At the end of one year two more
will be built.

"ffd Sta8esrottunlr,tnIr07i;

LIVE

STOCK

Chicago, III., Dec.

At the end of the second year four
others will be iustaled.

1--

ail

1906

8,

sale Dec. I to 4 inclusive. Return limit
Dec. 10, 1906. Don't fail to attend this
exhibition of Live Stock.
T. E. Purdy, Agent

This is 840,000 .ynids annually for
each dredger.
They are operated in California as
low as 2.:!!! cents a yard.

KvyoiK0

to
You

I

The xSimple Life

h

best" understood

Dv VfomcR vfro avoid.

Five thousand dollar- - is needed
iur the promotion of company.
Sioek for this promotion 'is being
contracted at 2 ecu!:; :i share.
is mmrilefi
When ort!!iniy.:tt ion
stock will be sold 'or not less than
cents u share.

R

So faSSYTo BEVARW

i

';

DRESSED-

Tliose subscribing $100.00 now will
5.000 shares of stock.

VSfZL

ret

AWD

Those

BE LIKE

THE"
PRUDEMT ANT, BE READY foK
THE WlNTEn- 0U5TR BROWK-

-

Wt.

1

KliliKi riliinir
2.5011 shares of

l It

1250.00 imv will
l

Tliosi) hiiliserihini' I'.illl Hl nnui
Set 25.0OO shares of stock.

coat bet

Tt

TWi

"m

"

Vim cannot uPcuil
portunity.

ISA

For further information call on Uco.
of the company, in the Commercial Club build-in-

YOU WUH TO .SNUGGLE INTO A CoMFoftTABLE

OVERCOAT
NOT?
COMFORT 5 THE
QUALITY YOU FIR.ST LOOK FOR .IN AN OVERCOAT. THIS 3 GOOD. BUT WHEN YoU ARE
GETTING A COMFORTABLE OVERCOAT THERE
I.S No REASON WHY YOU JHoULD NOT AL-SGET A JTYLIH OVERCOAT.
IT WILL WEAR
LOOK
AND
REMEMBETTER.
JUJTAJVELL
BER YOU WEAR YOUR OVERCOAT ON THE OUTRIDE. THAT 15 ONE REAJoN WHY WE'VE PUT
.STRESS S UPON OUR LINE OF OVERCOATS (MADE
ESPECIALLY FOR U-- BY HART, 5CHAFFNER
AND MARX).
WANT ONE?
A DREJJY OVERCOAT FOR. $jo.OO.
A SERVICEABLE OVERCOAT FOR $ J 5 To $ 8.
A HANDSOME OVERCOAT FOR $20 To $30.
REMEMBER AGAIN; YOU WEAR YOUR OVERCOAT ON THE OUTSIDE.
RESPECTFULLY ,
DO-YO-

SIMON STERN,
THE P.. R. AVE. CLOTHIER.

lrWW

'

'T'f-- ,

GAS

ZTt

000

m

m

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACK.

RELIEVES

1

Sells More cf Chamberlain's
Cc.gh
Remedy Than of All Others
Put Together.
M . Thos. ticorKC. a merchant at Mt.
i,
Ontario, says: "I have had the
:oc:M aKency fur Chamberlain's Cousjh
Ki nn'iiy ever since It was introduced
ii.ici Canada, ami I sell as much of it
as i do of all other lines I have on
mv shelves nut tocether. Of the many
ill ' ns sold under guarantee,
I have
I can
nut had one bottle returned.
i ixmally
recommend this medicine
as I have used it mvself and Riven U
n my children and always with the
est results.
For bale bv nil drils?illst,.

1

oaocoov0

e

No. Cf

IK

CORNER 4th A NO OOLO

: rciyvuuu

W. Sluhbs. representative

rtn. l?v.

Hi

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go

miss this op

t

.

..11

Those subscribing to this promo-!io- n
stock will get their money back
mm first snles after organization of
X
company.
The stock they receive will cost
hem nothing, except the use of their
ni'iiiev about six inonllis.

F,s?ffiS.

i

I

l

-

I Like

EXPOSITION

For the above occasion we will sell
tickets to Chicago and return at rate or
$4325 for the round trip. Tickets on

The capacity of the machines to be
put in is 3,000 yards a day.

Figure over this plan awhilf.
will be further surprised.

'

PP0,nted exclusive 0nts in the Southwest
aur.be?
Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries: vVltewSona
Green River, W. H. McBr.yer. Cedar Brook, LOul. Hunter,
Mo
arch, and other standard brand, of wl.kl., too numerous to
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS,
But sell the straight article aa received

out.

The maximum cot netessnry
figure is 0 cents a cubic yard.

'

& GIOMf.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
k0p ivrylblag

The entire deposit will average 25
cents a yard in free gold.

They will average, including
stoppage, 70,000 yards u month.

Treasurer.

successors to

The gold bearing deposit will average thirty reet in depth.
This will give us more than
yards.

Chas. Muilhl
O. Bachechl,

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

PLAN OF ORGANIZATION.
A company of 2.0OO,ono shares is to
accident Insurance Dr.
Thomas' Kcleetrlc Oil.
Stops the lie formed.
pain and heals Ihe wound. All druggists sell It.
Par value of stock is to le one dol-Ia- r
a share.

roR HE THERES iNoTHjrVC LIKE
Snuggling into a Tine 'comfy"

WLL

value

$1.75, now $1.25.

Our entire stock
of lilunlxc's niudt
be
cleared out

CheapeM

There1
bt tn ore
that
ConfOrVrABLEfEELItfG, BUT

visit among

1

x

R SOLVED

'huh

g
Great
in all ladies' and gentlemen's wearing apparel, as ready-to-weSuits,
Overcoats, Skirts, Furs, Hats, Coats, Gloves
Sweaters, Silk Knit Shawls, Flannel Shirts, Outing
Night Gowns, Klmonas, Shirt Waists, etc., etc.
Our handsome line of Dress Trimming, rang,
lug in price from 6 cents to $5.00 yard, will be
sold during the Bale with reduction of 25 per cent.
720 pairs men's mixed hose go at 5 cents a
pnir.
Men's working Shirts cheap at 40 cents, now
25 cents.

con-seat-

t.

over-wokf-

17, 1906.

Every Economical buyer in this city and vicinity will take advantage of the Grand
Offerings we will make in Every Department of our store during our PAY DAY
SALE, starting Friday, November 16, and lasting until Saturday, the 24 SPACE
NOT PERMITTING, we mention just a few items:

allow hlmstlf to be adopted by Mr. and Mrs. Von Andre, of
London. Mrs. Von Andre was a Miss
Palmer of New York, and a Bister of
Mrs. Chauncey Depew. They have
no childrea, are immensely wealthy

and have always been very fond, however, of the Prince of Tock. Prince
yenrs old
Francis Is already thirty-siand no doubt rather tired of being a
poor noble, lie has engaged in sevei-a- l
business ventures, but was discouraged In commercial enterprises
by King Edward. He paid gallant suit
but
to Miss May Cuvendlsh-tJentlnk- ,
the young lady last week married
John Ford, who was recently transferred from the Copenhagen legation
to Jtaly, where he Is to be the first
secretary to the Brinish ambassador.
Mr. Ford Is well known In this country and a number of Ills Amerlcun
friends sent him checks for a wedding present with the request that he
purchase an automobile, but to their
ccagrin It Is said he used the money
for other purposes. Mr. Ford should
find a host of friends in Rome, where
his father was one time minister. The
young man's rapid promotion in the
diplomatic service is to be expicted
as he stands high in tbe personal
favor of Queen Alexandra.
Mrs.
Ford's family. It Is said, obejeted to
the union on tho ground of money,
which Mr. Ford conspicuously lacked,
but the young lady had her way, and
the wedding gifts the young people
received surpassed those given to
royalty, although their actual income
does not exceed $15,000 a year, which
is largely contributed by the relatives
of Mrs. Ford, since the post at Rome
does not carry a salary of more than
$3,000 per annum.

NOVEMBER

IPMY MAY

to

.iiae

i

SUBUUUBIJ

Washington, Nov. 17. Prince Henry
of Reuss camn, saw and flitted
through Washington, and none of the
aspiring boosters of the national capl-ta- l
were' one bit the wiser until sll
was over. Washington society dear
ly loves a prince, aad the bare prospect of one so near and yet so far
caused anguish and gnanhlng of pearly teeth. Prince Henry, however, did
make a flying trip Into the city for
one day and was the guest of honor
at a luncheon at the German embassy,
where be met Mrs. Taft, wife of the
secretary of war; Mrs. Metcalf, wife
of the secretary ot commerce and
labor; Justice and Mrs. Oliver wen-da- ll
Holmes; Mrs. Thomas !, Payard,
wife of the former secretary ot state,
and all the members of the ntair df
the embassy.
With the departure of the Presi
dent and Mrs. Roosevelt for Panama,
the white house is again deserted and
dull and all social events will bo entirely Informal until their return. Mr.
and Mrs. Longworth expect to opea
their winter homo here within the
next week and the family will all dine
together
at the white house on
Thanksgiving.
Washington society' deeply regrets
the coming retirement of the British
Ambassador and Lady Ourand from
During their
the diplomatic circle.
three years of residence at tho British embassy they have established
something more than nere social
acqualntaaco with Washington's best
people.
Lady Ilurand is a delightful
hostess and with her daughter. Miss
Josephine, has made the embassy a
center for what is best in society and
although their entertainments were
frequent they were distinctive, aad
Invitations to functions there were
eagerly sought.
The anonunremenl of the engagement of Miss Pauline Morton, dauga-te- r
of former Secretary of the Navy
and Mrs. Paul Morton, to J. Hopkins
Smith, Jr., of New York City, was of
epeclal Interest to Washington's so
cial set, where Miss Morton made a
brilliant debut in 1904. She met her
fiance at the white house at one of
the receptions there two years ago.
Mr. Smith is twenty-thre- e
years old.
while Miss Morton is Just twenty.
The wedding is expected to take place
very soon nd will be one of the
events of the New York social season.
Miss Caryl Crawford had the hoaor
of being the first debutante
to be
launched on the whirl of social gay- ety. Mrs. F. C. Lorlng was the hos
tess and the tea was marked by a
dash and spirit that seldom characterize events of this sort. Miss Crawford wore a charming French creation
of apricot silk which was inset with
butterflies of Irish lace. The punch
served was from a recelpe tarnished
by Rear Admiral Terry and was pronounced by connolseurs to be of an
unusual excellence.
The list of debutantes grows each
passing day and it Is already known
that there will be more coming out
teas and luncheons than there has
been In receat years, indeed, in some
fashionable quarters the launching of
a debutante through some special,
function in her honor Is falling Into'
disfavor, and young buds make their
bow to society without the blare of
trumpets and hush
sorvices of
press-agend
an
Tho annua "mum" shown of the
propagating gardens and the agricul
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Hot

Springs
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BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I .DNEY AILMENTS.

CURES DIADETES.
CURES INDIGCSTION.
CURES DROPSY

FAYWQOD,

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FIRST

-

O

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM

'1 suffered liul.iliiully from constipation. Doan's lleguleis relieved and
strengthened tho bowels, so that they
have been regular ever since." A. K.
Davis, Sulphur Springs, Tex.
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I New Mexico

See Santa F Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.
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uquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

iron sod Brass Cattlnis; Ore, Coai and Lumber Cars;
I'uilpys, Grade Bars, Babbit uetaj; Columns aLd Iroa

Building.

j

SaaAJag.

fraiU lea
Btelmltr .

R0Blr oh Mining mmd mill MmeMnmry mAikaqaerese,
Foundry east side at railroad traek.
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I By
Henry George Jr.)
ecial Correspondence.
Toklo, Nov. 17. If I were to he ask- ed what is the material condition of
Japan a year after her war with Rus- sia, I should answer "Booming." Sire
Is enjoying a period of unprecedented
industrijl prosperity, which is as ua- expected us It Is remarkable.
As a
consequence the country Is witnessing
a burst of speculation somewhat akin
g
to the
years following
1W8 ia the I'nlted States, although.
of course, on a very much smaller
scale.
The reasons are chiefly two one
external: the other internal.
The external reason grew out of
the unexpected and extraordinary
success of Japanese arms. Was it not
Probable that she was making Just
as surprising advances In the arts of
peace? Was she not opening up to
development like a new country?
This attracted the attention of those
princes of finance and captains of
Industry in Europe and America who
are ever looking for "good things," i
Hueh as railroad concessions, water
rights, telegraph, telephone and electric light franchises, coal, copper, salt
aim ouier natural oportunities, snip
subsidies, commercial bounties, tariff
"protection,1 and other privileges.
No Outsiders Wanted.
Western civilization with Its newstandards and new needs had brought
mese privileges into existence. Japanese individuals quickly saw aad
quickly availed themselves of these
advantages, and later the government.
"THE HONORABLE MR. COMMONURA PBOPLORA AT THIS MKIU Y
Imperial and local, took over manv
OF THE TRUST1IICHI."
of the privileges, like steam railroads
and water, the telegraph and telephone from the beginning being in are trusts and the protective tarifl"
government hands. Little chance was Idea.
left for the foreign privilege hunter,
Little Brown Rockefellers.
except as an investor in the priviThe tariff and various other gov- leges owned aad managed or exploit- ernment-granteor sanctioned prlv- ed by Japanese individuals or cor- lieges are tending to produce
hero
porations.
the same results as are seen in the
But even In that respect the profits raited States, If as yet on a
were larger than could be found for
smaller scale. They are
ting in few hands the atigmen-tiv- e
much Investment money In other
parts of the world, so that Japanese
production of "tho Banking
'
imperial bonds were bought, aad, in King," "l ho Coal Kins," "the Copper
M
consequence, went much higher Iu King," "the Shipping King," "the
price than they otherwise would have Woven Silk King," "tho Electric
gone. Large quantities of money in Tramway King," and so on. If a
large company for this or that pui- other ways went Into Japan.
pose is to be started the interest of
Nippon Became Wise.
one or several of tho small group
This extension of outsldo credit was of rich
men is sought, and their conone reason why a depression did not
nection immediately draws In others
follow the war.
The other reason
just as we find promoting done ia
was an extraordinary internal awakenr
New York, Chicago and other cening.
The brilliant success of her arms ters.
HENRY
GEORGE, JR..
And as with us, observation here
sent a thrill of pride through this shows
few
that this comparatively
people.
The new Japanese
Is the
nation men,' so potent in financial and in- wine. Speculation
result.
found itself. It was felt that the dustrial matters,
are to a great ex- Credit is easy and confidence is
Japanese merchant
the real rulers of Japan, for, con- bounding. Aa Instance is that of the
i
Japanese soldier; that the Japanese tent
South Mjurhurlun railroad, a Japatrolling
the money bags, they In large nese
mine, mm and factory might dispute degree control
corporation. Subscriptions for
politics.
in the fields of production with those
ua KHKDairt of 39,000 'shares were
so
Imitators,
Far.
of Europe and America, And the beto be understood to speak Invited. The actual number of shares
lief was widespread that the most of I am not
group
this
of Japanese financiers subscribed for amounted to 106,730,-00- 0
auspicious part of the reign of MeIJi
or 1.078 and a fraction for each
way in which
in
same
the
derogatory
"the age of engllghteament" had we speak of
share offered.
princes
privilege
the
of
set in.
in tho United States, for one reason
Siflng of Prosperity.
Henry George, Jr., Abroad.
that few here possess any suca
Hero Is presented the first of severIn the three larger industrial cen- monopolies as those existing with us,
al letters by Henry George, Jr., noted
ters Toklo, Yokohama and Osaka
and for another reason that most of single
gifted wrlted and
new Industrial companies and
the men hero have been Indisputable student taxof advocate,
corporations
having an benefactors of Jaimn and have won making u political economy, who Is
tour of the world and
aggregate capitalization of approxi- the large rewards, frequently after
analyzing the conditions he eaconnt-ers- .
mately 1375,000,000, have hen started much hardship,
of industrial
and
Rlaco the ceasing of hostilities,
xiut financial plonesers.
it nevertheHis first
Is devoted to Japan,
the fact that bad and good companies less must be admittedBut
that the march where, ho article
finds, is closely paralleled
making 6iich a total can be lloated of events in Japan is toward
a
centertho centralization ol wealt'a that is
in a country where all production, ing of financial and industrial privisave rice, silk and tea, haH been on a leges iu a few hands; and these are complained of in the United States.
small scale, proves the great buoy- nothing more aor less than the pow- He thinks Japan cannot escape, a reaction.
ancy of the public mind at this unie, er of extracting
wealth
the
while a general rise in wages proves many. It enables the few from
to
obtain
Can You Beat It?
the relatively increased opportunities the lion's share of the material bene-- An all Jaff&n
iwiutt lm
industrial
for employment. All the avenues of fit arising from Japan's advancing on - being
held ticre In Toklo, reveals a
industry are active.
lightenment
and present idustrlul rapidly Increasing use of machinery
Needed Trust Busters.
prosperity.
and a widening competition with
Aside from "wildcat" enterprises,
Arguing from what we see occurring foreigners, from the canning of sarof which it would be absurd to say in the United States under similar cir- dines in boxes
marked with French
there are none, there Is a tendonev cumstances, the conclusion Is unavoid- labels to the productioa
of pianos that
to spread far out in legitimate en- - able that a reaction must soner or are shipped to Berlin, are
there markterprises and what is to be the re- - later succeed the era of prosperity ed with the names of German
makers
suit?
here, and that a popular outcry must and are sold in the United States as
Count Okuma, the one time pre- go up against private monopolies and German instruments.
mier, at another minister of foreign heavy taxes of various kinds, as is
affairs, aad at all times a democratthe case ia our country.
Had a Closa Call.
ic and potent factor In Japan's poA foreigner, or, at least one not
"A dangerous surgical operation, in-litical affairs, has sounded the note a long resident, nilyht be thought pre- volviug the removal ef a malignant
or warning. He told me that the sumptuous to venture any such
ulcer, as large as my hand, from my
commercial, manufacturing aad othHut qualified Japanese critics daughter's hip, was prevented by the
powers
er
gave little heed to his say it.
application of Bucklen's Arnica Salve"
words.
He then explained that witn
says A. C. Stickel, of Miletus, W. Va.
much that is good, some bad things
Booming? Jut Look at This.
"Persistent use of the Salve completo-are being Imported from the United
Success, with its added reflex In- - ly cured it." Cures cuts, burns and
States, and that two of the latter flu nee,
is stimulating Japan .
injaries. 25c st ail druggists.

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING 13 THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION
IS COSTING
THEM
ARE MAK'NG FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
.EY,.WEHOW.
GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

S;

THE FURNITURE MAN

Comer CmI

PAGE SEVEN.

WHEN THE JAP CARTOONIST GETS BUSY.

GEORGE. JR., FNDS THAT
TRUSTS ARE BEING FOSTERED
EY
EXISTING
CONDITIONS IN
NIPPON
WILD CAT SPECULATION ALSO A PART OF UNEXAMPLED
PROSPERITY
AFTER
THE WAR
THE "MONOPOLY
LODGES" OF THE FAR EAST.

If you buy your heater

of us. We handle the
celebrated
line of stoves and ranges. Prices and terms
k
to suit all. o v

J.

CITIZEN.

WHILE A FEW MEN GOBBLE THE WEALTH
HENRY

.

EVENING

JAPAN, JUST LIKE AMERICA, IS BOOMING,

Hot Times
Are Coming

rirf.

1,:

ALBUQUERQUE

17, 1909.

Albuquerque Carriage Company

I

MOMS

Corntr Flrtt Strtet and TUr

capitalized at 6,(l0il,000, nil of which
Is subscribed, to build a railroad
1'0
miles long from Kl Paso, Texas to
some point north iu New Mexico, presumably Torrance or Willaid, there
to connect with the Santa Fe Central
.
and Belea
The locating engineer is at El Paso, Texas, at
present, to make tho preliminary
preparations for a permanent survey,
construction to commence early next
summer. It Is understood that the
Gould Interests are backing toe project which is to be a link in a direct
line from Denver to Mexico via Santa
Fe, Torrance and El Paso. The road
Is to be completed by the end of
The enormous freight movement mns. At the same time the Hagan
over tie various railways of the coun- coal fields are to bo tapped as being
try bfairlywarnpd.tlae roads. The he most, convenient coal field to the
congested condition is the game on proposed new system.
"
tho Santa Ee a on the other lines,
and it is a. problem that is worrying THEY EXPECT HEAVY
' TOURIST BUSINESS
the traffic officials, how to move the
business that Is In eight or already on
At Los Angeles, Wednesday, Third
rhclr hands.
Vice President George T. Nicholson
In other words they have more busi- of Chicago, who has charge of the
or,
ness than they can take care
traffic laterests of the Santa Fe nys-tei- n,
which indicates the general prosperstated that the railroads had
throughous condition of the country,
spent more money in advertising the
west
out the
as well as the east.
southwest and California than any
Evf ry yard on the entire line of the other section of the country, and that
Santa Fe is filled with freight and the travel this year will break all
even though an unprecedented num- records.
ber of trains are handled over the liae As one of the heads of a system
every day the number of cars in the wnich cannot begin to get the locomoterminals and yards on the entire sys- tives, coaches and cars it needs be
tem does not seem to diminish.
cause of enormous business aad has
la the local yards the conditions done much to build up California, Mr.
are Just the sime as elsewhere. Doz- Nicholson talks as an expert.
ens of long trains come every day
"By the time 1 get back to log Anfrom both east and west, and though geles in January I expect to see the
continually
trains are
dispatched, the largest movement ia the history of
number of cars in the yards remulss railroading out this way," said he.
large and it stems almost impossible
year here, fairly
"With election
to keep the lines cleared.
good weather in tho east and the natswitching
Ia the local yards several
ural desire of most people to spend
crewB are busy both day and night, Christmas at home, 1 do not look for
where three years ago one crew iu the real rush to begin until after
the day and two crews a portion of Christmas. Then watch out."
the time at night was always sufficient to take care
the business. AnO. R.
switchman, killed H.
other crew could now be used to ad- C. Polk Murtle,
and Harry Reynolds, yard-mevantage If they could work in the
injured was
result of a colyards, but there is no room for them lision between a theTexas
& Pacific
The completion of the iiew yards here switch train and an El Paso & SouthIs urgent, to expeditiously handle the western
switch engine In El Paso
business that must pass through this Thursday night. Murtle was buried
uncity.
der an overturned freignt car and
and killed iastaitly, while Polk was
SWITHMAN GIBBONS KILLED
seriously injured in
breast and
BY EXPRESS TRUCKS back, and may die. the
Reynolds was
Details of tho death of Switchman wounded only slightly in the back,
Gibbons at Barstow were received and oae of bis arms.
Wednesday night and told of a trag- VIy enacted unwitnessed in the desert President K. P. Ripley, Secoad Vice
President J. W. Kendrick and the baltoa.
Early Wednesday morning. Gibbons ance of tie officials, who have been
was etandlng on tie steps of the ca- touring the system with tho execuboose of the switch engine that W3s tive heads, left Los Angeles Wednesgoing down the yards to pick up a day by special train for the valley distring of cars. The night was dark vision and San Francisco, where they
and the switchman did not see rno will he several days before returning
Wells-Karg- o
truck that stood close to to the east, although President Ripley
may stop a short time at his winter
the rails.
engine
As the
dashed by the truck residence at Santa Barbara.
the 'projecting end caught the switchThe silver service of one r.aorwa
man and almost instantly killed him
by the blow. The Impact hurled tho pieces presented to E. W. Gillett, reman beneath the wheels of the engine tiring general passenger and freignt
agent of the Salt Lake road at Ixs Anwhere he met a terrible death.
HIh fellow workmen picked up his geles was the gift of all the agent
mutilated and mangled body after the of the Salt Lake system from coat
engine had passed over It. The right to coast. Mr. Gillett is sending out
leg was severed and the body was letters of thanks to all the passenger
and freight traffic men.
otherwise mutilated and torn.
Gibbons was well kzown all along
The
Vegas Optic says; Arthur
the line. He was a man of pleasing McKcnzie,
the Santa Fe engineer, will
personality and about 30 years of
be
married at Albuquerque Tuesday,
age. He has a father and mother reNovember 20, and will return to Las
siding in Milwaukee.
Vegas
with his bride, where the couThe coroner's inquest
was hold
over the remains and a verdict of ac- ple will go to housekeeping on Lin-coavenue.
cidental death was rendered. The rea
mains were shipped east for burial.
Frank McKane, formerly clerk in
the office of the master mechanic or
STATE AS WELL AS INTER.
Santa Central railway, who has
STATE PASSES TO BE ABOLISHED the
A Chicago dispatch, dated Novem- been In Santa Fe since resigning his
position at Estancla, left for Portber 14, says: Executive officials
of
western railroads met today and de- land, Oregon.
cided that after January 1 they would
Famous Striko Breakers.
wane giving state free transportation
The most
strike breakers in
ia cases where It was unlawful to the land arefamous
Dr. King's New
Life
give Interstate passes. Similar action Pills. WlKn liver
bowels go on
was also taken by the Central Freight stri,.e, they quickly and
settle tho trouble,
association and the roads in the and the purifying work
goes right on.
Trunk Line association and other ter- Best cure for constipation,
headache
ritory are proposing to do the same. and dizziness. 25c at all druggists.
This means that the railroads of the
entire country have decided to make
the provisions of the anti-pas- s
clause
of the interstate commerce act effective likewise as to slate transportation.
After an extended discussion today it
wua unanimously decided that this
was the only logical thins to do. Iu It
any other evet railroads could, by
issuing state transportation make it H
posHible for a person to lake an Inio
terstate journey.
This action menus, virtually, cutting off all manner and kinds of passes after January 1, except those which
are provided for by law. The action
PF.I.EN IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALDUQUKK-QUK- .
also makes it immaterial, ho far as B
N. M., AT THK JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
the railroads are concerned, whether
H
the various states pass
LINK OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
transLEADING
portation laws or not. The officials H
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
als decided to continue maintaining
CITY, GALVESTON' AND POINTS EAST TO RAN
the western pass agreement and to
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES.
AND FROM THK
enforce all of its restrictions.
H
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATKS TO El.
H
SANTA FE PAYS ITS
PASO AND TEXAS.
EMPLOYS $1,500,00J
I.UiiO iM'SINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS.
5x
Thursday was Santa Fe pay day
HU FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
here and at every other point on the
STREETS, WITH AU.EYS 20 FEET WIDE.
system where there are shops or diWITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
vision points. All of the checks for
AND GRAND
the monthly pay roll for the entire
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
syHtem are mailed out of the treasU
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
urer's office in Topeka to the joints
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
w'oej-the men for whom they are
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESwork.
TABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
Tho monthly pay roil of the Santa
MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
Ke Including shops, offices and other
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC.
empioyes, is about a million and a
BELEN IS THE I.ARGKST SHIPPING POINT FOR
half dollars a month," said E. .. tope-iaud- ,
WOOL. FIXJUR. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
treasurer of the syMini. yesterIN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
day afternoon.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE EL PASO MOUNTAIN
NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BK ESTIMATED
V
a
PARK RAILWAY

FREIGHT TRAFFIC

i

WE FILL

trust-breedin-

cut-off-

CONVEY
TIED IIP
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PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

EM
THE

LATEST

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc,
Harness & Saddles,

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

J. KORBUR

ALBUQuarmQUr, mkw

WITH

CO.,

Meat Market

Dr. King's

All Kind

of Fresh and Salt Meats.
,
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third 8trrt,

How Discovery

IP)

&

mcxco

THIRD STREET'

(CILLthe COUCH
and CURE ths LUNGS

very-muc-

1

j j

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

i

vv

j

COMMERCE- -

-

con-cent- ra

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT 10 BANK OF

VISIT OUR NEW STORE
212 NORTH SECOND STft T

j

'

Avenmm

ooooocoooooooooooo

,'

Pries
60c $1.00
Fret Trial.
Bureat and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and IUNO TB0T7B
LES, or MONET BACK.
rONSUMPTION
OUGHS and
fOLDS

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

with Raaoe

Maurer.

&

Office, 113 North

First St.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

Williams' Indian Plla
SDr.
euro llltnd,
lllueillnt; and Ilchlng
TOTI A ORAO I
PIU h. llRlmnrlm the tumors.
ulluls the llcblnir at once, acta Dealers In Groceries,
Provisions, Bajk
ua a poultice, (I've instant
Grain and Fuel
Dr. WililiinWImlinnFUnOlnt-lmm- t
Wnrvnaml for
Iirh. Fine Line of Imported Wlnea, Llqaora
ing of Ihn privatn pnrta,
Kvery box Is
and Cigar. Place your order tm
ny
on
iy amuRiM,
of nrir-n- . Ml
and SI.IMl. WILLIIMS
this line with na
MMUFaCTURINB CO.. Prop, n, velnuu.oiX
NORTH THIRD BTRXn
FOR C.1LE BY S. ''ANT
SON

10)11 E
I

f.

lanl

u

i

rn-rl-

t

7.

M.

A. SLEYSTER

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco,
PUBLIC.
All Klnda of Fresh Meat.
Room S, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
100
North Broadway, cornea- - of Wae
Automatic Telephone. 174.
Ington avenue, Albuquerque, N. KL

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTAT&
LOANS.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. A rail Jo Buildlaa.

m

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAMBROOK BUOB., PrW.
LIVERY AND BOARDING

i BP

STABLE
HORSES SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties audi
at special rates on week daya.
Auto Phone 604.
No, 112 John St
SADDLE

liiMfiSfell

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Buitdlng ajaeata
COMING IN OUT
OF THE COLD tlon. Office at 117 West Kailrea
avenue.
we appreciate
a perfectly heated
house, but It is not every house that
is properly warmed. If youra is lack-lu- g
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
in aay way, or if yoa are undecided what is the hist system td Install In a new house and need infor- LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
mation that Is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mulea Bought
and fi- We are specialists for hot water, hot
changed.
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CCTY
Standard Plumbing & Keating Co Second Street, between Railroad sod
Copper Avenue.
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TO BELEN, N. M.

A Railway

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

ALL

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

To Connect With Santa Fe Central at

Torrance

Denver Connection
via Santa Fe.
iat'oi n.;itlnii has hi en rcciitd from
New York that the papers have been
drafted for the liieoriiuratlon of the Kl
I'a,u- - Muiuilhin Park railw iv to lie1

'
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0
0
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The Belen Town and Improvement

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVE!
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsitc

The Belen Town and

FAST

LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO.
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

0

0

Center

S,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE

Im-

ONE-THIR-

D

S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

ncaisBiaEBHacnuaanBHBHBKUBKHannBKnnnHHn

Pies.

WM. M. BERBER,

APPLY AT ONCE FOR '.MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec.

I
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grew

LOCAL AND

.PERSONAL,
hero from La
Mrs. W. K
Joya, Socorro county.
Mrs. Oscar IJffrelng:. of Sablu!. la
In me city on busimsiia.
Reginald K- Kavau, rKlMtortl from
Wtwiunnoiei, ft. Vv.. Inland, la In
the city.
Frank T. brother is sufftrliiK with
a alight atUck of grippe at bin nome,
ZU5 Houth Arno.
W. Uadden returned last night
from San 1'adro, wnero ho liud been
on mining business.
Kempenlek is visiting
Mrs. A.
from Per
friends here. She arrivi-alta yesterday.
Joshua S. RaynolilB, president of the
First National bank, arrived last evening from Ias Vegas.
Dr. B. II. Drlees lQd son loft this
morning for a trip to San Antonio and
vicinity In search of game.
Miss Julia Newcomer, after a protracted visit In Albuquerque, left yesterday for her Chicago home.
Robert Shoof, local clerk for the
Sunta, Fe, left town Thursday night
for a short stay in Los Angeles.
Mrs. O. K. Neher will leave tomorrow night for Denver, in response to
a message that her mother was quite

Thanksgiving Footwear

4

-

THANKSGIVING come the
BECAUSE month, don't put off coming
here 'till the last minute. Now you have
the pick of the greatest and most varied col-- lection of high grade shoes we have ever exhibited; buying now will insure a perfect fit,
and your satisfaction and ours.

Men's Dress Shoes, Patent Colt, Vici
$2.50 to $4.00
.Kid, Box Calf, Gun Metal
Women's Fine Shoes, Patent Kid, Vici
1.75 to 5.00
Kid or Box Calf
Oxfords,
Slippers
Dress
and
Women's
Vici Kid or Patent Kid
1.50 to 3.50
1.00 to 2.50
Shoes for Boys and Girls . . .

Hi.

J. Reed and J. R. Abe l,
of Delen. were visitors in AlbuqvJ"
t.lty lust
que, returning to the cut-of- f
evening.
Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld and children
will leave tonight on the hyer for
Chicago. Mr. Grunsfeld will follow
in a few days.
The Snnta Fe Indian school football team arrived last night mid is
engaging the .'varsity this afternoon
In a red hot football battle on the
gridiron out ot Traction park.
C E. King. In charge of Harnett's
string of pacers, arrived yesterday afternoon. The horses performed on the
Texas circuit during the past few
months and are in flC) condition.
Bishop J. B. Pitoval. auxiliary
bishop of the Santa Fe aiocese, was
In Albuquerque for several hours yesterday. He left on the late train for
Oallup.
4V. H. Hulvey will leave tonight for
Chicago. Ho has been here the past
week on matters pertaining to the
taking of testimony before Special
Attorney Ingails. on the Latta Indian
l
depredation claims against ihe
government.
Dr. and Mrs. W. V. McCormick, of
San Francisco, are in the city, and
the doctor will locale here for the
special practice of the mind and nervous system. The doctor was a victim
fire and
of the San Francisco
earthquake.
They came here from
New York.
Conductor and Mrs. George H.
Frost will leave In' a few days for
Danville, 111., where they will visit
Mr. and Mrs. John Mulr. They will
Conducbe absent several weeks.
tor Frost is entitled to a vacation, the
being the first in
forthcoming lay-oi- l
seven years.
George 1 Brooks, president of the
Commercial club, ha& said tbat ho will
call a' special meeting of that body,
next week, to take up the question of
freight discrimination against Albuquerque In favor ot El Paso and Colorado points. Not only Albuquerque,
but the whole of New Mexico is alive
on this Issue.
A topic of peculiar Interest to every
one will be presented at the Congregational church tomorrow morning by
the pastor. It la the lost address of a
series of lectures given during the
past few weeks ou tsocial and other
timely topics "The Rich Man and
the Poor Man in this World and the
Special music will be renNext."
dered.
Undertaker Borders has received a
letter from J. C. Glaze, of Azusa. Cal.,
to the effect tbut he knows nothing of
the antecedents or relatives of C. A.
Caldwell, recently found dead at
Mr. Borders still hopes tor
some clew and will persevere in his
Investigations, probably with 'ie aid
of the Santa Fe officials.
Some person, who has so regard tor
other people's property, threw a rock
through the plate glass window of Otto Dleckmann's offlco on West Gold
avenue sometime last night. When
Mr. Dieckmann opened up his office
this morning the rock was found on
the floor on the inside, and the t'a-s- a
broken. Its a mean individual who
would be guilty of such a trick.
ran
V. Andrews, the tailor wlm
muck yesterday afternoon at 209
South Socond street, where he menaced A. J. Kluytenberg with a pair
of heavy scissors, was given ten days
in which to consider the error of his
ways by Judge Crawford thU morning. A charge of being drunk and
disturbing the peace was preferred
against Andrews, whose name occurs
before on the records ot police court
Gov. E. 8. Stover, one of the elected delegates to the constitutional convention, is not strongly in favor of
holding 'a convention oither in December or January, as he thinks con- Messrs.

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

wTiea purchased at F. F. Trottera
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
thejr enter. This la because we always procure toe best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

iF. F. TROTTER
V

li'iMiil,1I'

.''

isos. 118 and 12o South Second street.

'

.

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

None realize this fact more
The Holidays ere rapidly approaching.
repetlon of the gratifying patronage
than do we, and anticipating
accorded us last Lolldays,vwe have purchased the finest line of Rich
a
Cut Gias. Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, la
to our usual lines erer known In this city. The goods are on
display la our salesroom. South 8econd 8treet, and we cordially invite
your early lnsrctlon. Special attention paid to mail Inquiries.

TEc

Hickox-Maynar-

New

Mexico's

Mortd itt

Go.

d

Leading

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

STREET.

GO.

HARDWARE

Vaste Fuel

.' The Wilson Hot JBlast Heater is so constructed that it burns into actual heat every ounce of
coal and every bit pf gas. There is no waste.
Not only does it cut fuel bills in half,

1

A

'but it gives greater heating power

II
JV

-

1

than any other heater known.
Start a fire in a

WILSON

j5ffl

i'i.'.
ML"-.-

SECOND

Fourth and Railroad A venae

No

-

Jewelers

Your Wateham tor Rap air a

THE ARCH FRONT.

ni"..

.

i

Algo-done-

HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT

II

HEATER
and it will be roaring in five minutes.
The perfect damper system enables
you to keep fire for 30 hours.

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

SOLE AGENTS
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
lmruua.n. Waiirie, Jewelr?, Cut OI
nd uarnie A SQUARE
.tif

iri
4

CUxas.

aiiT.rir!

We invite

DEAL.

4

V.

gen-era-

addl-dltio-

y

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUEEQUE

noHT.

4

4

4

fr 4

fr 4
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hood at tlto short session, lie
a constitutional
later in
convention should be held not at the
xpense of the territory, but at tho
expense of the geenral government,
or at ho expense of the delegates, as
was the case hn a constitutional convention was held some years ago, and
prothen go before congress with theslate-hooposed constitution, asking that
be granted New Mexico.
A rumor reached Albtiqnerque late
yesterday afternoon that un Indian
buck at the Santo Domingo Indian
pueblo, insanely Jealous of his squaw,
whom he caught in the society of another, killed her. The Indian school
here had received news Unit there
had been trouble at tho San'o Domingo pueblo, but since there is no
niean of quick communication with.
Santo Domingo, the rumor is
d

WE WILL

Expense

3
save you money in the
purchase of a piano.

" clothes buying
for a great nutay; and
have show a ' few a
limited clotaea-allow-ancaa be aaade to
do
woadera
when
spent sensibly. There
are mighty few tailors
who can equal the
style or quality la our
II. S. & M. saite and
overcoats; an
when
yon can get both at
half what yon pay a
tailor, then yo either
save half, or get twice
as much jast aa you
may decide. Quality
is a big thing; and in
11. S.
Il M. clothes
you get garment that
hold their style without frequent pressing.
We will show you
the way to make that
income stretch out,
and do better service.

SEE US BEFORE

ce

YOU BUY

nncon-flrmed-

son,
Mrs. ICnmia G. Miller nmi
on
seven years old, arrived last
the No. ! passenger train from Chicago. Mrs. Miller Is a trained nurse
and a graduate of the Jewls'i hospital of Cincinnati, Ohio, with high
honors. Therefore the lady cimics to
Albuquerque hinhly recommended.
Mrs. Miller's husliuud died sonic time
ago, nnd she now expects to make
home in this city, stopher permanent
ping at 2 " West Silver avenii". Automatic 'phone 006.
Hon. FJlsworth Ingails. who has
friends a" over the territory who
desire to keep tab oa his movements, will leave tonisht on the limited for St. louls on business find
pleasure, nnd he expects to be n'.isent
Tho judgu
ten days or two weeks.
carries with him several new southwestern Jokes, very laughable, whlrli
he intends to spring on a few of his
mtlniale irienda back in St. Louis.
He hH also been requested by local
friends tn bring back with him some

nlu

1

That is all we ask.

Learnard
Eslablithtd

&

Lindemann,
206 W. Hold Aveone

1900

IV. H.

HAHN & CO.

Whofalo and Rat all

Coal and Coke

Best American Block
$6.50
Hard Nut Coal
8.50
Larger Sizes
9.50
Domestic Gas Coke
6.00
Green Mill Wood, per toad
12.25
Dry Mill wood, per load
2.75
Factory Blocks, per load
3.00
Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
in All Size.
Phones Black, 280
Auto. 416

Suits $10 to $30Overcoats $12 to $28

new JoKes.
DON'T FORGET THE ZEIGER'S BE8T THE CASA DE ORO.
ROOMS, BEST MEALS, BEST
CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
PRICES. BEST CROWD.
SUNDAY
DINNER.
YOUR
FOR
613 WEST GOLD AVE.
BEST IN THE CITY FOR FIFTY

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

CENTS.

Don't wait for rain! Don't wait for
snow! Buy rubbers now and be prepared for damp and cold weather,
which is sure to come. All sizes for
men. women r2d children. Prices
run from 1 to 85 cents. C. May's
shoe store, .114 West Railroad avenue.
a
DR. J. E. KRAFT, FORMERLY LOCATED IN THE GRANT BUILDING.

It Will Pay You to Trade With

IS NOT SURPRISING THAT
THE COLUMBUS HOTEL DRAWS
SUCH LARGE CROWDS FOR SUNYOU SEE EVERYDAY DINNER.
TOMORROW
BODY GOES BACK.
THEY (WILL HAVE A GREAT
IT

CHICKEN DINNER.

YOURS
TAKIN- GFOR THE
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL

EPHANT.
MAX ROSENSTOCK FROM NEW
YORK HAS OPENED UP A FNE
GROCERY STORE AND MEAT MARKET IN MAH ARAM'S BUILDING,

CORNER

STREET

Between Railroad and Ccppar A ve.

TO ROOMS 2 AND
OVER
3, BARNETTE
BUILDING.
O'REILLY'S DRUG STORE.

BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
AT ZEIGER'S CAFE RESTAURANT. FROM NOON TO 3 P. M.
ONLY FIFTY CENTS.

NORTH

115-11- 7

HAS REMOVED

CITY

fflfflfl (UJ
& FIRST

HEATING

STEEL RANGES
With Reservoir and
Warming Oven

COOKING

AND

$18.00 and up

LARGE

A

2.G0

to

17.00, In Lnoe pams

blouses. 00c to $1.25.

Boys caps.
I'..

FOURTEENTH STREET
AVENUE.

v

AUCTION OF MERCHANDISE.
Monday evening, Nov. 19th, at 7
o'clock. 817 South Second street, I
will sell at public auction a stock of
groceries and dry goods belonging to
Wlm. Wlegold.
Goods are all new
and fresh, and will be sold hi small
lots, thereby giving the consumer as
well as the merchant a chanco to bid.
Mr. Wlegold desires to engage in
other business, therefore this sale.
Remember the date and hour.
H. S. KNIGHT.
Auctioneer.

THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
.

ONE DOZEN

COAL

MILLETT STUDIO.

Saturday afternoon and evoning,
November 17th, at 817 South Second
street, formerly the Fracarolo place.
Free lunch and music. A. Wlegold,
proprietor.

DOC -

WM

JACK

PLUMBERS A NO
TINNERS

11 9. 117. month rtrat Btroot
ItS,dot,
03, North riratatroot

Winchester Anas aad AmmoaltUwi,
Hercales Pawder aad tilth Explosives.

Agents:

Albuquerque, New Mexico

o

APPLES WITH NO SEEDI NO
CORE! TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.

o

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG
CANDIES.
8TORE.
DANCE
NIGHT.

E

SATURDAY

AT CASINO

Ten pounds of the best extracted
honey.
cun for S5.
i. Sixty-pounOrder bv postal. W. I. Allen, Itox 102
City.

C. WILSON
MS. AT.
DKALKt
Fancy Dry Goods

v

4
4 ti
4
4

tamping Dona to Ordor

A

.

(itf

Avcaae

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
AT TN K
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COLOMBO

HALL

ilmissioa 50:

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

Peninsular
&

HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

MUSIC LESSONS.
Prof. N. DIMauro, tho violinist,
gives lessons on the violin nnd mandolin. Guaranteed
to be the best
teacher in Albuquerque. Anyone desiring lessons address general delivery, city.

FEE'S

and

The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest

$3,
AND
PHOTOGRAPHS COST
SOLVE JUST TWELVE CHRISTMAS
GRAND OPENING.

National

Ranges,

WHITNEY COMPANY, g

AT THE WHITE

ELEGANT CABINET

PERPLEXITIES.

Oak,

Heating Stoves.

CHICKEN DINNER AT THE
COLUMBUS HOTEL TOMORROW.
FREE LUNCH
ELEPHANT.

Home Comfort, Miller and National
Round

A BIG

$M

Washburn Co

I

n

ANOTHER NEW LOT OF COATS
ARRIVED
THIS
AFTERNOON.
THEM
AMONG
ARE
SEVERAL
WHITE BROADCLOTHS.
"LION STORE."

f.0c

!..

ABUNDANCE

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

d

Hoys'

IN

ASSORTMENT

HONEY

suits.

ARTICLES

AND RAILROAD

Boys' Clothes

Hulls,

5c, 100 & 15c

STOVES

AND
FREE BAND
CONCERT
DANCE SUNDAY AFTERNOON AT
CASINO. MUSIC BY FIRST REGIMENT ORCHESTRA OF TWELVE
PIECES

4
4

Income

One Way to Make Both Ends Meet
IIAVH solved
llfB
yy the prWom of

TAXES ARE NOW DUE. KINDLY
PAY AND AVOID EXTRA
WORK
AND EXPENSES.

Which will give entire satisfaction are hard to obtain
Sara Peck's nobby suits are the bet made goods on
the market and comblno the mofct essential qualities for
boys, viz: Strength, durability and style.

17, 1906.

elate-- ,

attention to

will pay no

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER

DEE-UGIOU- S!

SEALSHIPT,
OF COURSE.

